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Abstract
Retransmission with error correction capability and opportunistic user scheduling
are two of the cross layer protocols that hold promise to substantially improve the
performance of wireless networks. In this thesis, we do a performance analysis
of Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ), a joint error correction and re-
transmission protocol, and downlink multiuser diversity opportunistic scheduling
in both single hop and multihop wireless adhoc networks (WANETs).
In the first part of the thesis, we study the performance of rateless codes
employed in the physical layer of a WANET. The nodes of the WANET are mod-
eled by a homogeneous space time Poisson point process with Rayleigh fading,
constant transmission power per node and pure ALOHA as the channel access
protocol. The thesis considers 2 types of receivers, an ideal matched receiver and
a practical nonmatched receiver. For such a WANET, the thesis quantifies the
rate density and the dynamic variations of packet transmission time by deriving
an upper bound to the CCDF of the packet transmission time. The thesis presents
a WANET system model in which a packet transmission spans a single coherence
time and it is shown that the rate density can be upto 70% of the ergodic rate den-
sity. This is good news, because the presented network does not require diversity,
and transmits each message within one coherence time. Thus, the presented net-
work nearly achieves the ERD, while requiring significantly shorter delays. From
a rate density perspective, the thesis illustrates the advantage of power control
in the form of channel thresholding. For both the rate density and the dynamic
variations of packet transmission time, the analytical insights are supported by a
v
very good match with the simulation results.
In the second part of the thesis, we do a performance analysis of the coop-
erative HARQ protocol in a wireless adhoc multihop network employing spatial
ALOHA. We model the nodes in such a network by a homogeneous 2-D Poisson
point process. We study the tradeoff between the transport capacity submetrics
inherent in the network by optimizing the transport capacity w.r.t the network
design parameters, HARQ coding rate and medium access probability. Using
stochastic geometirc approximations, we obtain an analytic expression for the ex-
pected progress of opportunistic routing and optimize the capacity approximation
by convex optimization. By way of numerical results, we show that the network
design parameters obtained by optimizing the analytic approximation of trans-
port capacity closely follows that of Monte Carlo based exact transport capacity
optimization. As a result of the analysis, we argue that the optimal HARQ coding
rate and medium access probability are independent of the node density in the
network.
In the final part of the thesis, we do a cost-benefit analysis of multiuser diversity
in single antenna broadcast channels. It is well known that the multiuser diversity
can be beneficial but there is a significant cost in terms of system resources,
bandwidth and power associated with acquiring instantaneous CSI. We work out
a cost-benefit analysis of multiuser diversity for 2 types of CSI feedback methods,
dedicated feedback and SNR dependent feedback, quantifying how many users
should feedback CSI i.e the amount of available multiuser diversity that should be
used from a net throughput perspective. Dedicated feedback, in which orthogonal
resources are allocated to each user, has significant feedback cost and this limits
the amount of available multiuser diversity that can be used. SNR dependent
feedback method, in which only users with SNR above a threshold attempt to
feedback, has relatively much smaller feedback cost and this allows for all of
the available multiuser diversity to be used. Next, we study the effect of single
user multiantenna techniques, which reduce the SNR variation, on the number of
feedback users. It is seen that a broadcast channel using single user multiantenna
vi
techniques should reduce the number of feedback users with the spatial dimension.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless Networks have seen a tremendous increase in their capability to support
high data rates and provide wider coverage in the last decade or so. This is a
result of breakthroughs in a number of research directions and technologies such
as Multiple antenna transmission reception (MIMO), Space Time Block Coding
(STBC), Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ), Network Coding and Mul-
tiuser Diversity scheduling to name a few. While there has been a number of
research efforts in each of these directions, the focus of this thesis is to study 2
of the above research topics namely HARQ and multiuser diversity in random
wireless networks. The first two parts of the thesis focus on the performance of
HARQ in single hop and multihop WANETs respectively while the final part of
the thesis is dedicated to the study of multiuser diversity opportunistic scheduling
in downlink wireless channels.
1.1 Background and Motivation
HARQ combines error correction coding and retransmission protocols to obtain
capacity achieving performance in fading wireless channels. In the analysis and
design of WANETs two commonly used performance metrics are outage rate den-
sity (ORD) and ergodic rate density (ERD). Although ergodic rate is higher than
1
2the outage rate, its achievability entails substantial higher delays than the outage
rate. The ORD metric is suited for delay constrained applications where infor-
mation packets are either successfully decoded or discarded at the first attempt
whereas the ERD metric is suited to delay tolerant applications with high data
rates. However with the integration of sophisticated error correction coding tech-
niques and protocols, achieving near ERD performance has become feasible even
for delay constrained applications.
In the literature, a number of approaches to achieve ERD in the network
have been studied. One simple approach involves spreading the codeword of an
information packet either in time or frequency before transmission. For a large
spreading, the time or frequency diversity order of the spread codeword will be
high enough to achieve the ergodic rate. But in many practical scenarios, the
channel coherence time and the channel coherence bandwidth are too large, and
hence this approach requires very large delays. Second approach makes use of
incremental redundancy(IR) based HARQ[1, 2]. Punctured parity symbols of
a codeword are transmitted on a block by block basis in response to receiver’s
ACK/NACK. This method requires much less delay and is widely used in wireless
standards, UMTS HSDPA/ HSUPA [3], mobile WiMAX [4, 5] and the 3GPP Long
Term Evolution (LTE) [6].
Fountain codes take the concept of HARQ to its limit[7, 8, 9, 10] . Given
an information bit vector, a transmitter incrementally generates and transmits
the parity symbols. Using the received parity symbols, at periodic intervals the
receiver attempts to decode a subset of the information bits. These periodic
attempts continue until the receiver successfully decodes the complete information
bit vector and sends an ACK. Since the number of parity symbols required to
decode an information bit vector of fixed length is a random variable that depends
on the instantaneous fading and interference conditions, fountain codes are also
known as rateless codes.
Rateless codes offer a number of advantages over the widely used fixed rate
codes[11, 12]. Rateless codes can achieve ergodic capacity over fading channels
3with much shorter delay when compared to block level IR based HARQ. In a
WANET, the network reaches ERD operating point much quicker relative to the
2 previous approaches. Rateless codes offer robustness to no CSIT transmission
whereas the fixed rate codes have a higher outage under no CSIT. Since rateless
codes have a better performance than fixed rate codes in terms of throughput
delay reliability(TDR) in a WANET, there is a seamless integration of rateless
codes into WANETs[13, 14].
In the second part of the thesis, we consider the HARQ protocol in the co-
operative network scenario. The HARQ protocol for wireless multihop networks,
termed cooperative HARQ, was introduced in [15]. It makes use of the broad-
cast nature of the wireless channel where the destination has access to different
copies of the same packet received from different intermediate relay nodes. The
destination combines the different copies of the same packet, thereby utilizing the
inherent spatial and time diversity. Formally the cooperative HARQ protocol op-
erates as described below. In a typical source-destination communication,
1) The source transmits the 1st block of the codeword.
2) The 1st relay transmits the 2nd block of the codeword. From among the set
of relays that are able to decode the data packet using 1st block of the codeword
and are ready to transmit the 2nd block, the relay closest to the destination is
selected opportunistically as the 1st forwarding relay[16, 17]. Transmission of a
block of the codeword from a relay corresponds to the retransmission round as
per the standard HARQ terminology.
3) Similarly in every retransmission round, the set of potential relays combine the
blocks of the codeword they have received till now and decode the data packet.
From among the set of relays that can transmit the next block of the codeword,
the relay closest to the destination is selected as the forwarding relay for the next
retransmission round.
4) This process of relays transmitting the subsequent blocks of the codeword in-
crementally continues until either the destination decodes the packet or the delay
constraints are violated.
4Transport capacity[18](alternatively, progress rate density (PRD)[19]) cap-
tures the tradeoff between the submetrics like hop rate, density of transmissions
and the transmission distance inherent in the network design. To illustrate the
tradeoff between transport capacity submetrics, we note that interference is an
inherent feature in wireless adhoc networks and the SINR at a receiving node is
a building block measure for performance analysis[20]. If all the communication
hops in the network are operating at a higher hop rate, then to achieve a suffi-
ciently high SINR at receiver nodes, the density of transmissions and transmission
distance affecting the interference power and desired signal power respectively have
to be small. Similarly if the network has to maintain a higher density of trans-
missions, the increased interference limits the SINR at receiver nodes thereby
restricting the rate and range of communication. Since the transmission distance
in wireless networks is mostly fixed, this tradeoff between the transport capacity
submetrics can be balanced by solving a basic network design problem of selecting
the optimal hop rate and density of transmissions.
In broadcast wireless systems, where the channels to different users fade inde-
pendently, it is well known that multiuser diversity can be beneficial [21, 22]. At
any point in time, it is likely that at least one user will have a very good channel
realization. If the base station (BS) is aware of the user channels, it can schedule
data transmission to the user with the best instantaneous channel at a high rate,
thereby achieving better performance. The quality of the selected channel in-
creases with the number of users, and a very well known result is that the spectral
efficiency increases double logarithmically in the number of users [23]. Multiuser
diversity is a key component of contemporary cellular systems UMTS, LTE [24].
Although multiuser diversity can provide significant benefits, there is also a
non-negligible cost associated with obtaining instantaneous channel state infor-
mation (CSI) at the BS. Such CSI is obtained through explicit feedback of the
instantaneous SNR from each of the users or through utilization of uplink pilots
when the channel is reciprocal. Thus, the cost is in terms of the system resources
bandwidth and power used to acquire CSI and it increases with the number of
5users. Hence there is a cost-benefit tradeoff associated with multiuser diversity.
The feedback cost associated with obtaining CSI at the BS depends on the
specific CSI feedback method used and the number of users who feedback. In this
thesis, we consider 2 types of CSI feedback methods. The first method is dedi-
cated feedback, where each user is allocated an orthogonal resource per coherence
time i.e., a fixed number of uplink symbols to be used either for SNR feedback or
for transmission of uplink pilots. For this method, the feedback resources increase
linearly with the number of feedback users. The second method is SNR dependent
feedback [23, 25, 26], where only users who have an instantaneous SNR above a
threshold, attempt to feedback instead of having every user always feedback its
SNR. This method utilizes the fact that only users with strong channels are likely
to be scheduled, and thus feedback is not required from users with weak chan-
nels. Since only the users with strong channels feedback their SNR, the feedback
consists of MS ID and SNR value, and must be performed on a shared random
access channel (e.g., using slotted ALOHA or spread spectrum) [26, 27]. For
this method, the feedback resources increase logarithmically with the number of
users[28]. Another fundamental overhead common to both the feedback methods
arises from the fact that the BS must signal which of the users has been selected
for transmission. This overhead is logarithmic in the number of users.
Thus the cost of multiuser diversity scales linearly in the number of users for
dedicated feedback and logarithmically for SNR dependent feedback where as the
downlink spectral efficiency increases only double-logarithmically. Hence, it is clear
that the cost-benefit tradeoff of multiuser diversity is nontrivial. An optimally
designed system should make sure that the feedback cost does not outweigh the
spectral efficiency benefit by achieveing a balance between the cost and benefit
of multiuser diversity [29], and a basic design question is to determine how many
users the BS should acquire CSI from or in other words, how much of the available
multiuser diversity should be used.
61.2 Existing Literature
A recent work studying the achievability of ERD in WANETs can be found in
[30, 31]. Accurate upper and lower bounds on the ergodic rate of a WANET are
derived. Based on the bounds on ergodic rate, network density is optimized for
operation at the optimal ERD point. The work of [32] studies the achievability
of ergodic capacity in a multiple access channel using IR-HARQ protocol. The
punctured blocks of the codeword are transmitted over IID coherence times. A
closed form expression for the long run average rate/user is derived by apply-
ing Renewal reward theorem [33] and the asymptotic convergence to ergodic rate
is shown. In [34], the ergodic rate of a WANET is achieved by employing fre-
quency hopping diversity. Upper and lower bounds to the ERD are presented
for the system model of multiple antenna nodes, fixed power and matched filter
reception. Performance analysis of IR-HARQ protocol in a single hop WANET is
presented in [35]. Novel upper and lower bounds for the outage probability of a
packet transmission after kth retransmission round are derived. In [36], the per-
formance of IR-HARQ protocol in a heterogeneous WANET for the local (single
hop) broadcast scenario is presented. For a broadcast node, the distribution of the
number of successful neighbors and bounds on its mean are derived. In [37], the
problem of optimizing the maximum number of retransmission rounds in HARQ
to maximize the transmission capacity is considered. For a single hop WANET
with fixed power and path loss only, the optimum number of maximum retrans-
mission rounds is quantified for CSMA, slotted and unslotted ALOHA protocols.
The IR-HARQ is considered in a cooperative WANET in [38], which studies the
related progress rate density (PRD) metric, defined as the product of area spec-
tral efficiency and expected forward progress per hop. The HARQ coding rate is
optimized to maximize the PRD in the network. The paper of [39] studies the
throughput of IR-HARQ protocol under statistical queuing constraints in terms
of the buffer overflow probability.
7The contributions in the second part of thesis can be considered as an exten-
sion of the work in [19]. The authors in [19] use the stochastic geometry model
of [16] for a wireless adhoc network without HARQ and solve a network design
problem of optimizing the transport capacity w.r.t the SINR threshold and MAP.
We extend the work of [19] by incorporating the cooperative HARQ protocol into
the stochastic geometry model of a wireless network and perform mathematical
analysis to derive convex approximations to the transport capacity. We then opti-
mize the capacity approximation w.r.t the HARQ coding rate and MAP following
the tradeoff balancing ideas of [19]. A mathematical analysis of opportunistic
relaying in a downlink cellular system is presented in [40], which analyzes the
success probability of a two hop communication with the choosen relay having
the best channel to the destinaton.
Recent research has studied the tradeoff between transport capacity submet-
rics when using spatial multiplexing with interference cancellation[41] and band-
width partitioning[42]. The scaling laws of transmission capacity of wireless
adhoc networks with single hop has been quantified when employing interfer-
ence cancellation[43], SIMO transmission with interference cancellation[44], spa-
tial multiplexing and beamforming with interference cancellation[45] and spatial
multiplexing with MMSE receivers[46]. All of these works use the transmission
capacity framework introduced in [18], which pictures the network at any instant
of time as a number of simultaneous single hop transmissions spread out in space
and measures the transport capacity accordingly.
Random access transport capacity (RATC) is another version of transport
capacity recently introduced in [47] which measures the rate submetric in transport
capacity from an end-end perspective i.e., from source to destination accounting
for the loss in bandwidth at the source end when the relays are fowarding packets.
Although the RATC metric is a more accurate measure of transport capacity,
it is complex to analyze for a multihop adhoc network and the work in [47] is
based on the assumption of equidistant relays along a line between the source and
destination and asymptotic delay constraints. The work of [47] is extended in [48],
8which characterizes the throughput delay reliability tradeoff in multihop adhoc
networks by deriving a closed form expression for the random access transport
capacity under finite delay/energy constraints.
Although a number of papers in the literature have appeared that seek to
reduce the feedback cost [23, 25, 26, 27], very little work has addressed the basic
question of how much of the available multiuser diversity should be used. A closely
related work [49] focuses on finding the optimal number of feedback users with 2
objectives, to minimize the BER for a given total power constraint and minimize
the total power consumption for a given BER constraint. However, the model in
[49] considers only the power cost of the feedback process and does not account for
the bandwidth cost. In [28] the authors study the asymptotic scaling of the sum
rate in downlink OFDMA when using both the dedicated and SNR dependent
feedback accounting for the feedback cost in the sum rate expressions.
1.3 Contribution of the Thesis
The first part of the thesis studies the performance of rateless codes in a WANET
in the direction of non equilibrium information theoretic approach to analysis and
design of WANETs as laid out by [50]. The thesis considers a WANET employing
fountain codes in the physical layer in which the node locations are modeled by
the commonly used Poisson Point Process (PPP). The presented WANET sys-
tem model involves packet transmission within a single coherence time and it is
shown by asymptotic regime analysis that the achievable rate density can be as
high as 70% of the ERD. This result illustrates that near ERD performance in a
WANET is attainable with significantly shorter delays. The thesis characterizes
the dynamic variations of the instantaneous rate per user in a WANET employing
fountain codes in the physical layer by studying the distribution of the packet
transmission time. In this thesis, packet transmission time is defined as the num-
ber of channel uses to transmit a information packet of K bits. An accurate upper
bound to the CCDF of the packet transmission time is derived.
9The thesis considers two types of receivers in the WANET system model. One
type of receiver has estimates of instantaneous interference and noise power and
is termed the ideal matched receiver. The second receiver is a simple Gaussian
receiver which has access to interference and noise power estimates but over a
large time scale. For the sake of analytical clarity, we first present the Gaussian
receiver and then extend the results to the case of matched receiver. It is shown
that the Gaussian receiver with low decoding complexity achieves most of the rate
density of the ideal matched receiver. While most of the thesis focuses on constant
power per transmit node, we do discuss the concept of channel thresholding as
a form of power control to achieve higher rate density. By numerical results, it
is shown that channel thresholding can lead to substantial improvements in rate
density relative to constant power transmission.
The work in the second part of the thesis is heavily motivated by the material
in [15, 16, 19]. The main contribution is to incorporate the cooperative HARQ
protocol[15] into a wireless adhoc multihop network and solve the resulting net-
work design problem of choosing the optimal hop rate and density of transmissions.
We make use of the stochastic geometry model of [16, 51], in which the nodes of
a wireless network are modeled as a spatial point process. As in [16], the nodes
follow the spatial reuse ALOHA protocol, in which a node accesses the medium
and transmits with probability p, termed medium access probability (MAP), and
receives with probability 1− p. Coding rate of HARQ has a tradeoff with spatial
density of transmissions and/or communication distance (alternatively, progress).
Similarly a higher MAP, thereby higher spatial density of transmissions, cannot
be maintained without sacrificing the coding rate and/or progress. Hence the net-
work design problem is to optimize the transport capacity w.r.t the coding rate
and MAP, and solve for the optimal coding rate and MAP.
The exact expression of transport capacity is optimized by Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. The contribution of the thesis is in developing an analysis framework to
derive a convex approximation to the transport capacity and optimize the capacity
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approximation by standard convex optimization methods yielding close approx-
imations to the optimal coding rate and MAP. The analysis will be valuable in
studying the scaling behavior of the optimal coding rate and MAP in terms of
network design parameters, path loss exponent and node density. In this thesis,
we study 2 types of cooperative HARQ techniques, incremental redundancy and
repetition time diversity. For both techniques, we develop convex approximations
to the transport capacity.
In this thesis, we consider both the FDD and TDD (reciprocal) systems. The
FDD and TDD systems differ in how the uplink and downlink bandwidths are
related. For each system, the cost-benefit tradeoff of multiuser diversity for both
the dedicated and SNR dependent feedback methods is quantified in terms of the
key system parameters like the average SNR and the blocklength. Also, wherever
possible, the optimal number of feedback users is quantified.
Although the focus of the thesis is on single antenna broadcast channels, we
also study the effect of single user multiantenna techniques on multiuser diversity,
more specifically, how the single user multiantenna techniques, which reduce SNR
or mutual information (MI) variation, affect the multiuser diversity order that
needs to be used.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The main body of the thesis is organized into 3 chapters. Chapter 2 presents
the study dealing with the performance of Rateless codes employed in the phys-
ical layer of single hop WANETs. Chapter 4 presents the study dealing with
the performance of the IR-HARQ protocol in a cooperative multihop WANET.
Chapter 3 presents the study dealing with the performance of multiuser diversity
opportunistic scheduling in downlink channels.
Chapter 2
Rateless Codes in a Single hop
WANET
Based on the foundational work of [7, 8], a rateless code represents a fundamen-
tally new way of encoding information bits for transmission over noisy channels.
Fountain codes are one class of rateless codes. For an information bit vector
of length K, a rateless code can generate upto 2K codewords of infinite length.
Fountain codes incorporate low complexity belief propagation decoding. It is
shown to have capacity achieving or capacity-approaching performance for many
types of discrete channel models [7, 8, 9, 10], Gaussian channels[14] and fading
channels[11]. Fountain codes and more generally rateless codes offer robustness
to no channel state information at transmitter (CSIT) transmission since they
follow channel conditions accurately (see [52] for a treatment of rateless coding in
uncertain DMC’s).
In this chapter, we study the achievability of ergodic rate density (ERD) in
the WANET using rateless codes. Rateless codes hold the promise of capacity
achieving performance with significantly shorter delays. This property of rateless
codes is the focus of this chapter. The achievable rate density of the WANET is
quantified and compared to the ERD. As part of the performance analysis of rate-
less codes, a characterization of the dynamic variations of the instantaneous rate
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in the WANET is presented. This is accomplished by studying the distribution
of the packet transmission time, defined as the number of channel uses to trans-
mit K information bits. Two types of receivers are considered for analysis, the
Gaussian receiver and the ideal matched receiver. The impact of power control in
the form of channel thresholding on the rate density is investigated. The material
and results presented in this chapter appears in part in [53]. The full version of
the paper can be found in [54].
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 contains
the system model. Section 2.2 outlines an analytically tractable framework for
studying the distribution of packet transmission time. Section 2.3 presents the
theoretical results for the Gaussian receiver. Section 2.4 extends the results to the
matched receiver case. Section 2.5 contains a brief study of the channel threshold-
ing policy. Section 2.6 contains the numerical results and discussions. Conclusion
of the chapter is in section 4.5.
2.1 System Model
We assume a continuous time ALOHA WANET, in which the probability of start-
ing a transmission at any place and any time is identical. For mathematical sim-
plicity, the network is modeled as if each transmit node transmits only once from
a given location. Thus, the transmitter process is a space time homogeneous PPP
Ψ with intensity λs (this model is also known as the Poisson rain model[55]). We
use the notation Ψ = {Xi, Ti} where Xi ∈ R2 is the location of node i and Ti is
the packet transmission start time. Each node Xi ∈ Ψ has a receive node at Yi at
a distance of d m. Without loss of generality, in the following we assume that the
model is normalized so that d = 1. The MAC state of node i at t ∈ R is given
by ei(t) = 1 (Ti ≤ t ≤ Ti +Bi), where Bi is the packet transmission time and is
defined later.
Each transmitter encodes K information bits with a rateless code and sends
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Gaussian symbols incrementally over the channel. Each receiver collects the chan-
nel output symbols for every L channel uses and attempts to decode a subset of
K information bits. Fig.2.1 illustrates an example of transmission of information
bits from transmitter to receiver employing rateless codes. In this example, the
transmitter encodes an information bit packet of length K = 75. The parity sym-
bols are incrementally generated and sent over the channel. At the receiver side,
for every L = 100 symbols/channel uses, the receiver attempts belief propagation
decoding to decode information bits. At every attempt, the receiver will be able to
decode a subset of information bit packet. The periodic attempts of the receiver
continue until all K = 75 bits are decoded.
Figure 2.1: A typical example of rateless coded transmission of information bits
from transmitter to receiver.
In the following, we consider a normalized model and assume that L = 1.
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Varying L leads to a tradeoff between throughput performance and decoding
complexity. The optimization of L is beyond the scope of our current work. The
transmission of parity symbols continues until the receiver succeeds to decode the
K information bits, and sends an ACK to the transmitter.
We assume that the fading coherence time Tc is large relative to packet trans-
mission time and consider IID block fading. Thus the fading coefficient will be
time invariant throughout any packet transmission time, but will be statistically
independent of the fading coefficients for any other packet transmission.
2.1.1 Characterization of the packet transmission time
In this subsection, we define the packet transmission time for an arbitrary transmit
node i. Transmitter i starts the packet transmission at Ti. During the packet
transmission time Bi, transmissions from other transmit nodes k 6= i may cause
interference. The interference power at receiver i at time t is given by
Ii (t) =
∑
k 6=i
ρ|hki|2|Xk − Yi|−αek(t) (2.1)
where ρ is the transmit SNR, |hki|2 is the fading coefficient from transmitter k to
receiver i and α is the path loss exponent.
Let Iˆi(t) represent the average interference upto time t where t > Ti. Assuming
that the number of symbols is large enough, this average interference can be
described by the integral
Iˆi(t) =
1
t− Ti
∫ t
Ti
Ii(τ) dτ. (2.2)
The SINR at receiver i based on the interference in (2.2) is given by
ˆSINRi (t) =
ρ|hii|2
1 + Iˆi(t)
(2.3)
We assume that the receiver i uses a nearest neighbor decoder and is not
capable of estimating the instantaneous interference and noise power during the
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packet reception. The achievable rate of the nearest neighbor decoder at receiver
i is given by [56]
Ci(t) = log2
(
1 + ˆSINRi (t)
)
(2.4)
The time to decode K information bits, assuming that receiver i achieves Ci(t)
is defined as
Bˆi = min
{
t : K < t log2
(
1 + ˆSINRi (t)
)}
(2.5)
Although we aim to achieve the ERD, this is not feasible for any finite delay,
because we consider a slow fading scenario. We must also consider the occurrence
of outage events, which are characterized by a delay constraint. Thus, each packet
transmission of K bits is subject to a delay constraint of D. Whenever the packet
transmission of transmitter i fails the delay constraint i.e., Bˆi > D, an outage
event is declared. In fact, without such a delay constraint, transmissions with poor
fading states will result in unbounded packet times leading to network congestion.
Thus, based on (2.5), the packet transmission time of receiver i is defined as
Bi = min
(
D, Bˆi
)
=
D, Bˆi > DBˆi, Bˆi ≤ D (2.6)
The model in (2.1)-(2.6) is referred to as the exact model in the following since it
takes into consideration the interference in (2.1) in its exact form.
Based on (2.6), the distribution of Bi is completely characterized by that of
Bˆi. From the RHS of (2.5), it is clear that Bˆi depends on all the other packet
transmission times, which may interfere with the reception of the packet by re-
ceiver i. Similar to the definition in (2.5), it is straightforward to observe that
each of the {Bj}j 6=i is again coupled to Bi. With such an interdependence the
exact distribution of Bi is quite intractable. Hence in the next section, we define
an independence model for the packet transmission times which provides a good
approximation to the exact model (2.1)-(2.6).
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2.2 Independence Model
In this section, we introduce an analytically tractable framework for characterizing
the distribution of packet transmission times. By Slyvinak’s theorem [55], the
performance of the WANET can be quantified by studying a reference transmitter
receiver pair. Without loss of generality, we choose node 0 to be the reference
transmitter located at X0 = (d, 0). The corresponding receiver is located at the
origin i.e., Y0 = (0, 0). We further assume that transmitter 0 starts the packet
transmission at T0 = 0.
Let B¯1, B¯2, B¯3 · · · represent the interferer packet transmission times. In or-
der to quantify the dependence of packet transmission time on interference via
mathematical analysis, we make an independence approximation to the distribu-
tion of interferer packet times. More precisely, we assume that B¯1, B¯2, B¯3 · · · are
IID and are also statistically independent of B˜0, the packet transmission time of
transmitter 0. We further assume that {B¯j}j 6=0 have the same distribution as B˜0,
which will be specified later. With B¯1, B¯2, B¯3 · · · replacing the exact transmission
times B1, B2, B3 · · · in (2.1)-(2.6), the resulting expressions for average interfer-
ence, SINR, achievable rate and packet transmission time of the reference pair
under the independence model are given below.
e˜k(t) = 1
(
Tk ≤ t ≤ Tk + B¯k
)
I˜0 (t) =
∑
k∈Ψ
ρ|hk|2|Xk|−αe˜k(t)
I˜a (t) =
1
t
∫ t
0
I˜0(τ) dτ =
∑
k∈Ψ
ρ|hk|2|Xk|−αηk(t) (2.7)
ηk(t) =
1
t
∫ t
0
e˜k(τ) dτ (2.8)
˜SINRa (t) =
ρ|h0|2
1 + I˜a(t)
C˜0(t) = log2
(
1 + ˜SINRa (t)
)
B˜0 = min
{
t : K < t C˜0(t)
}
(2.9)
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From now onwards, without any ambiguity we refer to B˜0 as B˜. Similar to (2.6),
the packet transmission of transmitter 0 is subject to a delay constraint D in the
independence model and the truncated version of (2.9) is defined as
B¯ = min
(
D, B˜
)
=
D, B˜ > DB˜, B˜ ≤ D (2.10)
Whenever the packet transmission of transmitter 0 fails the delay constraint i.e.,
B˜ > D, an outage event is declared. Note that the distribution of interferer packet
times {B¯j}j 6=0 is identical to the distribution of B¯ in (2.10).
2.3 Performance Analysis
In this section, we characterize the distribution of the packet transmission time
and the achievable rate density in the WANET. Since the reference pair packet
transmission time B˜ and the interferer packet times {B¯j}j 6=0 have identical dis-
tribution, B˜ is said to have implicit distribution1 . Hence the distribution of B˜
is characterized in 2 stages. In the following, we first give an expression for an
upper bound on the distribution, and then illustrate the implicit nature of the
distribution upper bound and the procedure for studying its behavior is outlined.
2.3.1 CCDF of B˜
Based on the definition of B˜ in (2.9), the CCDF is written as
P
(
B˜ > b
)
= P
(∫ b
0
1
(
K
u
< C˜(u)
)
du < 1
)
(2.11)
The exact CCDF of B˜ in (2.11) is complex to analyse. A novel and tractable
upper bound on the CCDF of B˜ is given in the following theorem.
1 One or more terms in the distribution expression are functions of the distribution itself.
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Theorem 1. An upper bound on the CCDF of the packet transmission time of
the Gaussian receiver, B˜ in (2.9), is given by
P
(
B˜ > b
)
≤ 1− exp
(
− 2
K/b − 1
ρ
− piλs
(
2K/b − 1)δ
Γ (1− δ) Γ (1 + δ) gˆ (b)
bδ
)
(2.12)
, Pu (b) (2.13)
gˆ (b) = bδ µδ max (b, µ)1−δ +
1− δ
1 + δ
min (b, µ)1+δ (2.14)
µ :
∫ D
0
Pu (b) db− µ = 0 (2.15)
where δ = 2/α and the bound in (2.12) is valid only if (2.15) is satisfied.
As can be noted, the bound of Theorem 1 is an implicit bound, as the value
of µ = E[B¯] cannot be determined in advance. To evaluate the bound, one
needs to guess the value of µ and then evaluate the CCDF and reevaluate E[B¯].
Fortunately, the result after reevaluation is monotonically increasing with the
initial guess, and hence the tuning procedure in (2.15) is quite efficient.
The bound reveals the nature of the distribution of the packet transmission
time, and also allows to evaluate an upper bound on the expected packet time.
As a sidestep from the proof, we also show that replacing (2.14) with
gˆ (b) = µ bδ
(
1 +
1− δ
1 + δ
b
D
)
(2.16)
results in a very useful approximation to the CCDF.
Proof: The complete proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Appendix 2.8.1.
The analytical bound presented in Theorem 1 will be useful in studying the
dynamic variations of the packet transmission time and also in evaluating the
performance of the WANET. The WANET performance is well described by its
achievable rate density which is discussed in the following.
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Corollary 1. The CCDF upper bound Pu in (2.12) has a heavy tail distribution
with parameter ’δ’.
Pu (b) = 1− exp
(
O
(
1
bδ
))
(2.17)
Proof: For a proof of Corollary 1, please refer to Appendix 2.8.3.
2.3.2 Achievable Rate Density
In this subsection, we quantify the rate density of the WANET system model con-
sidered in this chapter and compare it to the maximal achievable performance,
which is the ERD. Considering a time space volume of area A and duration τ ,
the rate density over this volume is defined as the sum of bits that were gener-
ated within the volume and were received successfully divided by the volume. In
mathematical terms, the rate density is
RD (A, τ) =
1
τA
∑
i ∈ M
qiKi (2.18)
where Ki is the number of bits in the i-th packet, qi ∈ {0, 1} indicates the packet
reception success or failure and M is the set of all packets that are generated
within the considered volume.
Applying the asymptotic limits to the area A and time duration τ , the limiting
rate density is given by
RD = lim
A,τ→∞
RD (A, τ) (2.19)
A slotted ALOHA WANET, as in [30], using time (frequency) diversity or
IR-HARQ is shown to achieve the ergodic rate density (ERD):
ERD (λ) = λ E [log2 (1 + SINR)] (2.20)
where
SINR =
ρ|h0|2
1 +
∑
j∈Φ, 6=0 ρ|hj|2|Xj|−α
,
λ is the density of active transmitters and Φ is a homogeneous spatial PPP with
density λ /m2.
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Based on the definition in (2.18) and (2.19), the rate density for our WANET
system model is expressed as
RD = λs K (1− ) (2.21)
 = P
(
B˜ > D
)
where  is the outage in packet transmission.
To compare the rate density in (2.21) to the network ERD in (2.20), note that
at any given time, the density of active transmitters in our system model is given
by:
λ = λs E[B˜] (2.22)
Comparison of RD to ERD
Defining C (λ) = E [log2 (1 + SINR)] and using the relation in (2.22), the ratio of
RD to ERD is expressed as
RD
ERD
=
λ K (1− )
λ C (λ)E[B˜]
=
K/C (λ)
E[B˜]
(1− ) (2.23)
, υ (1− ) (2.24)
where υ denotes the loss in RD due to lack of diversity since K/C (λ) represents
the expected packet time with diversity and E[B˜] represents the expected packet
time with no diversity.
For the WANET system model of section 2.1, the deviation of RD from ERD
can be accounted for by 2 factors, primarily by lack of fading and interference
diversity in the channel2 and nominally by the choice of receiver. The Gaussian
receiver presented in (2.4) does not have estimates of instantaneous interference
and noise power, which causes rate density loss in the interference limited regime.
2 Meaning no IID realizations of fading and almost no variation in interference during packet
transmission.
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The effect of the choice of receiver vanishes as λ→ 0 i.e., as interference decreases.
Thus, a basic limit in terms of the achievability of ERD can be obtained by
applying λ→ 0 in (2.23) and is given by
RD
ERD
λ→0−−→
ln 2 K exp
(
−2K/D
ρ
)
E1
(
1
ρ
)(
D − e 1ρ ∫ D
0
exp
(
−2K/b
ρ
)
db
) (2.25)
where the limiting success probability is given by 1 −  → exp
(
−2K/D−1
ρ
)
and
E1 (x) =
∫∞
1
e−xt
t
dt is the exponential integral function. The ratio in (2.25) can be
upper bounded based on the following lower bound [57] E1 (x) >
1
2
e−x log
(
1 + 2
x
)
.
It is interesting to note that the ratio in (2.25) approaches zero as D → 0 and
D →∞.
The loss in rate density due to the Gaussian receiver can be addressed by
considering a receiver which tracks instantaneous interference and noise power.
Since a matched receiver has estimates of the instantaneous interference and noise
power, the successful packet transmissions in the WANET will increase leading to
a higher rate density relative to the receiver in (2.4). This concept is addressed
in section 2.4.
2.4 Matched Receiver
In section 2.3, the analysis was based on a receiver that is incapable of estimating
the instantaneous interference and noise power. In this section, the performance
analysis of a receiver matched to the instantaneous interference and noise power
is presented. Similar to the Gaussian receiver, the analysis of matched receiver
requires the framework of exact and independence model as in sections 2.1 and
2.2. But since the only difference is in the choice of the receiver, we skip the
exact model and present only the independence model. Assuming the receiver 0
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is employing a matched receiver, the achievable rate upto time t is given by 3
C˜(t) =
1
t
∫ t
0
log2
(
1 + ˜SINR (τ)
)
dτ (2.26)
˜SINR (t) =
ρ|h0|2
1 + I˜(t)
(2.27)
The corresponding packet transmission time B˜ is defined as
B˜ = min
{
t : K < t C˜(t)
}
=
∫ ∞
0
1
(
K ≥ t C˜(t)
)
dt (2.28)
2.4.1 CCDF of B˜
The CCDF of B˜ in (2.28) is given by
P
(
B˜ > b
)
= P
(
K ≥
∫ b
0
log2
(
1 + ˜SINR(τ)
)
dτ
)
(2.29)
The above CCDF is dependent on the distribution of C˜(b) in (2.26). From (2.26)
and (2.27), it is clear that C˜(b) is an integral function of time invariant random
variable |h0|2 and a time varying one I˜(τ), τ ∈ (0, b). As such there is no concep-
tual way of determining the distribution of C˜(b) directly. Instead a lower bound to
C˜(b) is developed using interference bounding techniques [30]. Based on Jensen’s
inequality for convex functions and upper bounding the strongest interference at
receiver 0 in the interval (0, b) by a threshold γth > 0, we develop a lower bound
to C˜(b) and present the corresponding upper bound on the CCDF of B˜ in the
following theorem.
3 We assume that K is large enough so that an integral can replace the mutual information
sum over channel uses.
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Theorem 2. For any γth > 0, an upper bound on the CCDF of the packet trans-
mission time of the matched receiver, B˜ in (2.28), is given by
P
(
B˜ > b
)
≤ 1− exp
(
− 2
K′/b − 1
ρ
− piλs
(
2K
′/b − 1
)δ
G (γth) Γ (1 + δ)
gˆ
(
B¯
)
bδ
)
(2.30)
, Pu (2.31)
K ′ = K exp
(
piλs (b+ µ) Γ (1 + δ)
(
ρ
γth
)δ)
(2.32)
G (γth) =
∫ 0
γth
ρ (2
K′/b−1)
(
1− e−t) dt−δ (2.33)
gˆ
(
B¯
)
= bδ µδ max (b, µ)1−δ +
1− δ
1 + δ
min (b, µ)1+δ (2.34)∫ D
0
Pu db− µ = 0 (2.35)
Similiar to Theorem 1, the upper bound in (2.30) and (2.34) is implicit in
nature and is computed by the tuning procedure. The solution to the tuning
equation (2.35) yields the expected packet time µ = E[B¯]. A very accurate
approximation to the CCDF is obtained using (2.16) in place of (2.34). The
parameter γth in (2.32) and (2.33) is the interference threshold which limits the
strongest interference at receiver 0. The expected packet time µ from (2.35) is a
function of γth. The best CCDF bound (approximation) is obtained by optimizing
γth to yield the minimal expected packet time,
γ∗th = arg min
γth
µ (γth) (2.36)
It is important to note that letting γth = ∞ reduces the CCDF upper bound in
Theorem 2 to the bound presented in Theorem 1. Thus, Theorem 2 is always
tighter than Theorem 1 (which obviously is also valid for the matched receiver).
Proof: Refer to Appendix 2.8.4 for the full proof of Theorem 2.
Since a transmitter with poor fading coefficient will likely transmit for a long
duration, it will cascade the effect of interference in the WANET and thus increase
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the outage probability. By allowing only the transmitters with fading coefficients
above a certain threshold to transmit, interference from poor transmitters can
be reduced. By suitably choosing the threshold, the WANET can experience a
higher success probability of packet transmission. The effect of such a power
control scheme is studied in section 2.5.
2.5 Channel Thresholding
In this section, we consider a WANET system model in which each transmit re-
ceive pair employs a Gaussian receiver for reception and a form of power control
known as channel thresholding for transmission. The transmit SNR is a func-
tion of the instantaneous fading coefficient from the transmit to receive node.
Mathematically, the transmit SNR from transmitter i to the WANET is given by
ρi =
ρ, |hii|2 ≥ β0, |hii|2 < β (2.37)
where β is a threshold on the fading coefficient. Since the transmit nodes with
|h|2 < β are off, the decreased interference in the WANET increases the success
probability of transmission leading to a higher rate density relative to the constant
power transmission discussed in section 2.3.
The rate density and transmit density for a WANET with channel thresholding
are defined as
RD = λsp K (1− ) (2.38)
λ = λsp E
[
B˜
]
(2.39)
where p = P (|h|2 ≥ β) is the transmission probability4 . Similar to section 2.2,
considering a reference transmitter receiver pair, the achievable rate upto time t
4 The PPP Ψ can be split into 2 independent PPPs Ψ1 and Ψ0 of densities λsp and λs (1− p)
respectively.
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is defined as
C˜(t) =
log2
(
1 + ρ|h|
2
1+I˜a(t)
)
, |h|2 ≥ β
0, |h|2 ≤ β
(2.40)
where in the expression for I˜a(t) given in (2.7), ρ is replaced by ρi defined in
(2.37). The packet transmission time B˜ has the same definition as in (2.9). The
CCDF of B˜ is upper bounded as
P
(
B˜ > b
)
≤ P
(
ρ|h|2
1 + I˜a(b)
≤ 2K/b − 1
∣∣∣|h|2 ≥ β) (2.41)
For the case β = 0, channel thresholding reduces to constant transmission power
and the CCDF is upper bounded by the results of Theorem 1. Unfortunately for
β > 0 due to the conditioning event |h|2 ≥ β, the CCDF bound is analytically
intractable and does not admit a simple expression similar to the one given in
Theorem 1. Due to space limitations, we omit the analytic bounds and present
only the numerical results illustrating the benefit of using channel thresholding 5
.
2.6 Numerical Results
In this section, we present numerical results that demonstrate the performance
of the systems discussed above. First we detail the key aspects of the simulation
model. The transmit nodes {Xi} are realized as points of a homogeneous space
time PPP Ψ of density λs in a square S of side ` = 100 with wrap around edges.
The receive nodes are positioned on circles of radii d = 1 centered around {Xi}.
The operating transmit SNR is ρ = 15 dB. The length of each information bit
packet is K = 75. The corresponding delay constraint on the packet transmission
time is D = 500 channel uses. The WANET simulation is implemented in 2 stages.
5 For β > 0, a closed form upper bound can be obtained for the CCDF using a different
technique than that in Theorem 1 which involves bounding the tail probability of the additive
shot noise I˜a (b) and is a subject of future work.
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In the first stage, the exact model of section 2.1 is simulated. The WANET
is run for a total duration of 50000 channel uses. All transmit nodes with packet
start times Ti within the above time frame are allowed to transmit packets. The
samples for computing the packet time statistics empirically are obtained only
from the steady state region of the network operating time which is observed
after the first 20− 25% of the channel uses.
In the second stage, the independence model of section 2.2 is simulated. The
WANET performance is measured by simulating only transmitter 0, which starts
its transmission at time T0 = 0. The reference receiver is located at the origin. The
network is run for a total duration of 2D channel uses centred around T0. Under
the independence model, the interferer packet durations are obtained based on the
empirical distribution derived from the simulation of exact model in the first stage.
For the independence model, the network is simulated for 10000 iterations. The
corresponding packet time samples of the reference pair are used for computing
the statistics.
Edge effect: The edge effect is eliminated for the transmitter receiver pairs
near the edges of the simulation square S by considering 8 virtual squares of same
dimension around S. The nodes of S are replicated in the 8 virtual squares. For
each Rx node yi ∈ S, every interferer Xj ∈ S has 8 virtual interferers in the 8
virtual squares. At yi, the interference contribution from only the nearest of the 9
interferers (1 + 8 virtual) will be considered for simulation. This method of com-
puting interference contribution at each Rx node yi ∈ S from every interferer Xj
eliminates the edge effect. Mathematically, the above operation can be expressed
in the following form. Given an Rx node yi ∈ S and an interfering node Xj ∈ S,
the distance vector from yi to the nearest interferer of the set of 9 interferers
corresponding to Xj is given by
∆ (yi, Xj) = mod
(
yi −Xj + N
2
, N
)
− N
2
(2.42)
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2.6.1 Rate Density
In this subsection, we illustrate the performance of the Gaussian and matched
receivers of sections 2.3 and 2.4 by studying the achievable rate density. Fig.2.2
shows a plot of the ERD in (2.20) and rate density RD in (2.21) for both the Gaus-
sian and matched receivers as a function of the transmit density λ for α = 3 and
a delay constraint D = 500. It is observed that the RD and ERD curves achieve
their maximum values around transmit density λ = 0.2. As λ → 0, the network
operates in noise limited regime and the effect of interference is negligible. But
the WANET system model in this chapter cannot use diversity, and is required to
transmit each packet within a single coherence time. Thus, whenever the channel
gain is poor, the transmitter must spend a long transmission time to transfer the
message in spite of the channel conditions. As a result, the network spends longer
times in transmitting over poor channels, and the throughput decreases compared
to the ERD. It is also interesting to note that for any finite delay constraint, the
outage probability is strictly positive even in the absence of interference. Ana-
lytically the ratio of RD to ERD as λ → 0 is given by (2.25). Plugging in the
network parameter values into (2.25), the asymptotic ratio is given by
RD
ERD
λ→0−−→ 0.7 (2.43)
From the simulation curves in Fig.1, the ratio is evaluated to equal 0.71 which
is accurate with the prediction in (2.43). For higher transmission densities, the
interference also starts to play a role increasing the packet transmission time. The
cascading effect of longer packet times of the transmit nodes causes the network to
experience more delay outage. As a result, the difference between the RD and the
ERD grows monotonically. This difference between the RD and the ERD curves
is even more pronounced for smaller values of α.
The values of rate density and transmit density on the curve are obtained
based on (2.21) and (2.22). Since the ideal receiver of (2.26) is matched to the
instantaneous interference and noise power, its achievable rate is higher than that
of the Gaussian receiver in (2.4). Hence the ideal matched receiver has a lower
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Figure 2.2: A plot of the ERD and RD from (2.20) and (2.21) respectively as a
function of the transmit density λ for α = 3 and a delay constraint D = 500.
For both the Gaussian and matched receivers, the curves based on simulation and
theoretical analysis are shown.
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outage and smaller expected packet transmission time. From (2.21) and (2.22), it
immediately follows that the matched receiver has a higher RD curve relative to
the Gaussian receiver. However the performance of the ideal receiver is based on
the assumption that the receiver will be able to track the instantaneous interferer
activity even while receiving a packet. This is quite complicated in a practical
WANET. On the other hand, from Fig.2.2, it is observed that the maximal RD
value of the Gaussian receiver is almost 75% of that of the ideal matched receiver.
This is good news for a practical WANET since the Gaussian receiver achieves
most of the rate density of the ideal receiver with low decoding complexity. The
analysis curves for both the Gaussian and ideal receivers based on Theorems 1
and 2 describe the system performance pretty well.
Fig.2.3 shows a plot of the success probability 1 −  against the space time
density λs for the Gaussian receiver at α = 3 and a delay constraint D = 500.
The curves corresponding to both the exact model and the independence model
are shown and it is found that the independence model closely follows the exact
model over a wide range of densities λs. Note that any decrease in the success
probability also reduces the RD and takes it further away from the ERD (see
(2.21) for the exact formula).
Fig.2.3 also shows two analysis curves. The first is the lower bound that results
from the CCDF bound of Theorem 1. This bound gives a performance guarantee,
and good characterization of the performance. But, as can be seen, the bound is
not tight. A better characterization of the network performance is obtained by
the approximation that results from plugging (2.16) in (2.12).
2.6.2 Dynamic Variations of Packet time
In this subsection, we present the dynamic variations of the packet transmission
time for the Gaussian receiver. The analysis results of section 2.3 are compared
against the Monte carlo simulation results corresponding to (2.5) and (2.9). The
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Figure 2.3: A plot of the success probability 1−  as a function of the space time
density λs for the Gaussian receiver at α = 3 and a delay constraint D = 500.
instantaneous rate in the WANET is given by
R =
K
B˜
1
(
B˜ ≤ D
)
(2.44)
and the distribution of R is characterized by the CCDF of B˜. A characterization
of the dynamic variations of instantaneous rate is useful in studying the queue
sizes and network congestion.
Fig.2.4 shows a plot of the CCDF of packet transmission time B˜ for the Gaus-
sian receiver for 3 different values of λs. The values of λs correspond to noise
limited regime, moderate interference regime and interference limited regime re-
spectively. For all 3 values of λs, the analysis curves from Theorem 1 accurately
describe the nature of CCDF behavior observed in the simulation curves (the gap
between the analysis and simulation widens as λs increases). As mentioned above,
in all cases the distributions have ’heavy’ tails, and there is a small but non negli-
gible probability to get very long packet times. Nevertheless, in the noise limited
regime (λs = 1 · 10−4) the variations of the packet time is quite small, and most
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packets are transmitted over few tens of symbols. As the interference increases,
we see that the variations increase, and we get a significant probability to require
any packet time in the range (0,D].
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Figure 2.4: A plot of the CCDF of packet transmission time B˜ for the Gaussian
receiver for λs = {1, 4, 7} · 10−4 at α = 3.
To illustrate the dynamics of the packet time variations as a function of λs,
Figs.2.5 and 2.6 contain plots of the expectation E
[
B¯
]
and the standard deviation
SD
[
B¯
]
as a function of λs for both the exact model and the independence model
at α = 3. As λs increases, the higher interference increases the outage probability
and the expected packet time, with E
[
B¯
]
getting quite close to D. The exact
model and independence model have very accurate match in terms of the expected
packet time.
In terms of the SD
[
B¯
]
, in low to moderate interference regime, as λs in-
creases the additional interferers cause monotonic increase in packet time devia-
tion around the mean, as expected. However in the high interference regime, for
a choice of K = 75 and D = 500, the expected packet time approaching towards
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D and the increased fraction of packets in outage reduce the absolute measure of
packet time deviation around the mean. To have a monotonic increase in packet
time deviation in the interference limited regime, the delay constraint D needs to
increase with λs accordingly.
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Figure 2.5: A plot of average packet transmission time E
[
B¯
]
derived from (2.12)
as a function of network density λs for α = 3.
2.6.3 Channel Thresholding
This subsection presents the numerical results corresponding to the channel thresh-
olding approach of section 2.5. For β = 0, all transmit nodes in the WANET are
allowed to transmit and the performance is described by Fig.2.2. First we illus-
trate the effect of a channel threshold β on the rate density. Fig.2.7 plots the rate
density RD from (2.38), normalized by λsK, as a function of the channel thresh-
old β for the nonmatched receiver at λs = 5 · 10−4, α = 3 and delay constraint
D = 500. Initially as β increases above 0, the transmit nodes with poor fading are
turned off and this reduces the effective interference in the WANET leading to a
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Figure 2.6: A plot of standard deviation of the packet transmission time SD
[
B¯
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as a function of network density λs for α = 3.
higher rate density. This nature of rate density increase continues upto a certain
β, at which the maximal rate density is attained. Increasing β beyond this point
causes p, the fraction of the transmit nodes in the WANET that actually transmit,
to be too small and this is not compensated by the gain in the 1−  term leading
to a effective decrease in the rate density.
In the following, we denote by β∗D the value of β at which the maximal rate
density is attained for a delay constraint of D. Fig.2.8 contains a plot of the rate
density (RD) as a function of the transmit density λ for both constant power
transmission β = 0 and channel thresholding with β = β∗D at α = 3. The figure
depicts the RD for delay constraints of D = {500, 125, 25} and the corresponding
optimal threshold values where found to be β∗D = {0.4, 0.525, 0.65}. While the
packet success probability is monotonically increasing with D, this is not the
case for the rate density. This difference results from the increase in the expected
packet time as D increases (as mentioned above, the expected packet time actually
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diverges if D grows to infinity). Thus, a wise choice of D can significantly increase
the rate density. As can be seen, in the setup of Fig.2.8, a delay constraint of
D = 125 is better than the two other alternatives. Note however that in general,
decreasing D will increase the packet delay6 in the network because more packets
will fail and will need to wait for the next transmission attempt.
The figure shows that channel thresholding can increase the rate density by
70− 90% relative to constant power transmission. Note that the gain of channel
thresholding is larger for smaller values of D. This is because for smaller values of
D, the network has a higher outage and channel thresholding avoids many of these
unsuccessful transmissions, and hence reduces the effective interference, thereby
increasing the successful transmission of packets and thus, the rate density. In
Fig.2.8, we observe that the WANET at D = 25 and D = 125 has a 90% and 76%
increase in rate density from channel thresholding compared to the WANET at
D = 500 which has a 72% increase.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we study the achievability of network ERD in a WANET employ-
ing fountain codes in the physical layer. The nodes in the WANET are modeled by
a homogeneous space time Poisson Point process. The WANET operates under
Rayleigh fading, constant power transmission and utilizes pure ALOHA as the
medium access protocol. The chapter presents a rateless coding setup in which a
packet is transmitted within a single coherence time and it was shown that the
achievable rate density can be upto 70% of the ERD. We derive an accurate upper
bound to the CCDF of the packet transmission time of a reference receiver and
study its behavior. The analysis provides insights into the dynamic variations
of packet time and is observed to have a good match with simulation results of
WANET performance over a wide range of network parameters.
6 Packet Delay is defined as the time spent by the packet in the queue (buffer) of a transmit
node.
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Figure 2.7: A plot of success probability p (1− ) as a function of the channel
threshold β for the Gaussian receiver at λs = 5 · 10−4, α = 3 and delay constraint
D = 500.
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The chapter analyzes the performance of both Gaussian and ideal matched
receivers. It was shown that the low complexity Gaussian receiver achieves most
of the rate density of the ideal matched receiver. Towards improving the rate
density in the network, the chapter illustrates that employing power control in
the form of channel thresholding can lead to tangible gains relative to constant
power transmission.
Based on the results from this chapter, it is known that the rate density loss
is caused by packet transmissions over poor fading states and by the presence
of interference. Since multiple antenna transmission reception techniques tackle
these issues, it is expected that the dynamic variations of packet time tend to
cease with the spatial dimension. Hence an interesting future direction would
be to investigate the effect of multiple antenna techniques on the achievability of
ERD and the variations of packet time in the WANET. Also an addition to the
current line of work would be the optimization of rate density for a given outage
constraint yielding the optimal operating point for the WANET in terms of the
network parameters balancing the rate outage tradeoff.
2.8 Mathematical Proofs
2.8.1 Proof of Theorem 1
An upper bound for P
(
B˜ > b
)
can be obtained based on the observation that for a
given b, the event B˜ > b⇒ i.e., necessarily implies the eventK ≥ b log2
(
1 + ˜SINRa(b)
)
and the converse is not true. This fact can be alternatively stated as ’b log2
(
1 + ˜SINRa(b)
)
’
is a lower bound to the total number of info bits accumulated upto time b for the
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receiver in (2.9) 7 . Thus
P
(
B˜ > b
)
≤ P
(
K ≥ b log2
(
1 + ˜SINRa(b)
))
= P
(
˜SINRa(b) ≤ 2K/b − 1
)
(2.45)
Now let v = 2K/b − 1. For Rayleigh fading, (2.45) can be written out as
P
(
˜SINRa(b) ≤ v
)
= 1− P
(
ρ|h|2
1 + I˜a(b)
≥ v
)
= 1− E
[
exp
(
−v
ρ
(
1 + I˜a(b)
))]
= 1− exp
(
−v
ρ
)
LI˜a(b)
(
v
ρ
)
(2.46)
where LY (s) = E
[
e−sY
]
is the Laplace transform (LT) of R.V Y .
An expression for I˜a (b) the average interference upto time b is given in (2.7).
It is in the form of a standard additive shot noise of the spatial PPP Ψ with
intensity λ. Hence the LT of I˜a(b) is given by [58]
LI˜a(b)(s) = exp
(
−piλE
[∫ ∞
0
(
1− e−sρr−α|h|2η(b)
)
dr2
])
η(b) =
1
b
∫ b
0
e˜(τ) dτ =
1
b
∫ b
0
1
(
T ≤ τ ≤ T + B¯) dτ (2.47)
Define ν = |h|2η(b) and δ = 2/α. From [59], (2.47) can be further simplified
as
LI˜a(b)(s) = exp
(
−piλ (sρ)δ Γ (1− δ)E [νδ]) (2.48)
(a)
= exp
(
−piλ (sρ)δ Γ (1− δ)E [|h|2δ]E [η(b)δ])
where (a) follows from the fact that |h|2 and η(b) are independent.
For Rayleigh fading, we obtain
E
[|h|2δ] = Γ (1 + δ) (2.49)
7 The nature of monotonic variation of ’b log2
(
1 + ˜SINRa(b)
)
’ depends on the particular
realization of the PPP Ψ.
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Combining (2.46)-(2.49) in (2.45) and substituting λ = λs 2NT , where 2NT
is the length of the interval centred around T0 = 0 over which the interferers
transmit packets , the distribution of B˜ can be bounded as
P
(
B˜ > b
)
≤ 1− exp
(
− 2
K/b − 1
ρ
− piλs
(
2K/b − 1)δ
Γ (1− δ) Γ (1 + δ) 2NT E
[
η(b)δ
])
(2.50)
To evaluate the distribution, we need an expression that relates the ’δ’ moment
of η(b) to the distribution of B˜. In Appendix 2.8.6, we show that
E
[
η(b)δ
]
=
1
2NT bδ
[(
b
∫ b
0
b¯δ +
1− δ
1 + δ
∫ b
0
b¯1+δ + bδ
∫ D
b
b¯
+
1− δ
1 + δ
b1+δ
∫ D
b
)
dFb¯
]
(2.51)
Fb¯ = P
(
B¯ ≤ b¯)
However, the joint solution of (2.50) and (2.51) is still complicated, as we need
to tune the whole CCDF. We need another significant step in order to simplify it
to the single parameter tuning of Theorem 1. To illustrate the concept, consider
the case δ = 1. From (2.51), it is easy to check that
E [η(b)] = E
[
B¯
]
/2NT (2.52)
The expected interferer packet time E
[
B¯
]
is given by
E
[
B¯
]
=
∫ D
0
P
(
B˜ > b
)
db (2.53)
Let’s define a parameter µ = E
[
B¯
]
. The parameter µ is plugged into the
bound in (2.50) and tuned to match the upper bound into a distribution. The
tuned parameter µ∗ is obtained as a solution to the equation (2.15) and is easily
obtained by numerical integration methods.
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Unfortunately the expression for E
[
η(b)δ
]
in (2.51) does not involve explicit
moments of B¯, except for special cases of b and δ. To simplify our bound for the
general case, we next derive an upper bound on E
[
η(b)δ
]
. This bound is obtained
by rewriting (2.51) as an E [·] operation over a function of B¯,
E
[
η(b)δ
]
=
1
2NT bδ
E
[
b B¯δ 1
(
B¯ < b
)
+ bδ B¯ 1
(
B¯ > b
)
+
1− δ
1 + δ
(
B¯1+δ 1
(
B¯ < b
)
+ b1+δ 1
(
B¯ > b
))]
≡ 1
2NT bδ
E
[
g
(
B¯
)]
(2.54)
In Appendix 2.8.2, we show that the function g
(
B¯
)
in (2.54) is concave in
B¯. Thus the upper bound on E
[
g
(
B¯
)]
, given in (2.14), follows from Jensen’s
inequality for concave functions. This bound completes the proof of Theorem
1 and allows the evaluation of the CCDF upper bound using single parameter
tuning µ.
A concave function can also be lower bounded by a linear function between the
edges of the considered region. This lower bound,which is given in (2.16), leads
to a good approximation of the CCDF.
2.8.2 Concavity of g
(
B¯
)
From (2.54), the function g
(
B¯
)
is written out as
g
(
B¯
)
=
b B¯δ + 1−δ1+δ B¯1+δ, B¯ ≤ bbδ B¯ + 1−δ
1+δ
b1+δ, B¯ > b
(2.55)
The concavity can be verified easily by checking the 2nd derivative of g
(
B¯
)
.
It is given by
d2g
dB¯2
=
b δ (δ − 1) B¯δ−2 + (1− δ) δ B¯δ−1, B¯ ≤ b0, B¯ > b (2.56)
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The 2nd derivative in (2.56) is simplified as
d2g
dB¯2
=
δ (1− δ) B¯δ−1
(
1− b
B¯
)
, B¯ ≤ b
0, B¯ > b
(2.57)
From (2.57), it is easy to check that d
2g
dB¯2
≤ 0 for 0 ≤ B¯ ≤ D.
Concavity of g
(
B¯
)
leads to the following upper and lower bounds on E
[
g
(
B¯
)]
.
Lower Bound
Since g
(
B¯
)
is concave in B¯ over (0, D), a linear lower bound is given as
g
(
B¯
) ≥ (1− B¯
D
)
g (0) +
B¯
D
g (D) (2.58)
g (0) = 0 (2.59)
g (D) = bδD +
1− δ
1 + δ
b1+δ (2.60)
E
[
g
(
B¯
)] ≥ E [B¯] g (D)
D
= E
[
B¯
]
bδ
(
1 +
1− δ
1 + δ
b
D
)
(2.61)
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Upper Bound
Using Jensen’s inequality for concave functions, an upper bound for E
[
g
(
B¯
)]
is
given as
E
[
g
(
B¯
)] ≤ g (E [B¯])
=
[
b E
[
B¯
]δ
1
(
E
[
B¯
]
< b
)
+ bδ E
[
B¯
]
1
(
E
[
B¯
]
< b
)
+
1− δ
1 + δ
(
E
[
B¯
]δ
1
(
E
[
B¯
]
< b
)
+ b1+δ 1
(
E
[
B¯
]
> b
))]
= bδ E
[
B¯
]δ
max
(
b,E
[
B¯
])1−δ
+
1− δ
1 + δ
min
(
b,E
[
B¯
])1+δ
(2.62)
2.8.3 Heavy Tail of CCDF upper bound
We observe the scaling of Pu in (2.12) as b→∞. Based on (2.54) and (2.61), the
lower bound for E
[
η(b)δ
]
is O(1). This result along with the definition of η(b) in
(2.8) indicates that E
[
η(b)δ
]
= O(1). Now the function 2K/b is given a Taylors
series expansion as b→∞
2K/b = 1 +
K
b
log 2 +
(
log 2
K
b
)2
+O
(
1
b3
)
(2.63)
Using (2.63) in (2.12) for both the noise and interference terms, the asymptotic
scaling of Pu as b→∞ is given as
Pu = 1− exp
(
O
(
1
bδ
))
(2.64)
Since 1 − exp (−ax) = ax + O (x2) as x → 0, it is observed from (2.64) that Pu
has a heavy tail distribution with parameter ’δ’8 .
8 Such a heavy tail nature is reported for the distribution of session duration in [60] which
performs an empirical study of the distribution and dependence structure of session size, duration
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2.8.4 Proof of Theorem 2
As mentioned in section 2.4.1, the CCDF of B˜ depends on the distribution of the
achievable rate C˜(b). So we proceed by first developing a novel lower bound for
the achievable rate C˜(b). In that direction, let us define an event E as
E : Strongest interference at Rx0 in the interval
(0, b) < γth (2.65)
where γth is the interference threshold.
A lower bound on the achievable rate C˜(b) is derived as follows
C˜(b) = P (E) C˜(b)∣∣E + P (Ec) C˜(b)∣∣Ec (2.66)
C˜(b) ≥ P (E) C˜(b)∣∣E
C˜(b) ≥ P (E) log2
(
1 + ˜SINRa (b)
∣∣E) (2.67)
where (2.67) follows by noting that the spectral efficiency term log2
(
1 + ˜SINR (b)
)
is a convex function of I˜(b) and subsequently applying Jensen’s inequality for con-
vex functions to C˜(b)
∣∣E .
In Appendix 2.8.5, the following expression for P (E) is derived.
P (E) = exp
(
−piλs
(
ρ
γth
)δ
Γ (1 + δ)
(
b+ E
[
B¯
]))
, exp(−µ) (2.68)
and rate.
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An upper bound on the CCDF of packet transmission time B˜ is derived below.
P
(
B˜ > b
)
= P
(
K
b
≥ C˜(b)
)
≤ P
(
K
b
≥ P (E) log2
(
1 + ˜SINRa (b)
∣∣E))
(a)
= P
(
Keµ
b
≥ log2
(
1 + ˜SINRa (b)
∣∣E))
(b)
= P
(
2
K′
b − 1 ≥ ˜SINRa (b)
∣∣E)
(c)
= 1− e− v
′
ρ LI˜a(b)
(
v′
ρ
) ∣∣E (2.69)
where (a) follows from the expression for P (E) in Appendix 2.8.5, substituting
K ′ = Keµ leads to (b) and applying (2.46) to (b) with the substitution v′ = 2
K′
b −1
yields (c).
The Laplace transform of I˜a(b)
∣∣E is given by [61, 62]
LI˜a(b) (s)
∣∣E = exp(− λpiE[∫ ∞(
ρ|h|2η(b)
γth
) 1
α
(
1−
e−sρr
−α|h|2η(b)
)
dr2
])
(2.70)
= exp
(
− λpiE
[∫ 0
sγth
(
1− e−u)
d
(
sρ|h|2η(b)u−1)δ ]) (2.71)
where (2.71) follows from (2.70) using the substitution u = sρ|h|2η(b)r−α. Further
(2.71) can be simplified as
LI˜a(b) (s)
∣∣E = exp[− λspi (sρ)δ E [|h|2δ] 2NTE [η(b)δ]∫ 0
sγth
(
1− e−u) du−δ] (2.72)
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Defining the integral in the exponent of (2.72) as a function G (γth), the LT is
written as
LI˜a(b) (s)
∣∣E = exp[− λspi (sρ)δ Γ (1 + δ)G (γth)
2NTE
[
η(b)δ
] ]
(2.73)
G (γth) =
∫ 0
sγth
(
1− e−t) dt−δ
=
∫ sγth
0
t−δe−t dt− 1− e
−sγth
(sγth)
δ
(2.74)
Plugging (2.73) back in (2.69), the CCDF upper bound can be written as
P
(
B˜ > b
)
≤ 1− exp
(
− 2
K′/b − 1
ρ
− piλs
(
2K
′/b − 1
)δ
G (γth) Γ (1 + δ) 2NT E
[
η(b)δ
])
(2.75)
The bound in (2.75) is similar to (2.50) in Theorem 1. The remainder of the proof
follows the same arguments as in Appendix 2.8.1 after (2.50).
2.8.5 An expression for P (E)
An expression for the P (E) term is derived now. The interference power from
transmitter i at receiver 0 in the interval (0, b) is given by
γi = ρ|hi|2|Xi|−αSi (2.76)
where
Si = 1
(−B¯i ≤ Ti ≤ b) (2.77)
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measures the presence of an interferer ’i’ during the interval (0, b). Now
P (E) = P
(
max
i∈Ψ
γi ≤ γth
)
=
∏
i∈Ψ
P (γi ≤ γth)
= E
[∏
i∈Ψ
1 (γi ≤ γth)
]
(2.78)
The RHS of (2.78) takes on the form of a standard PGFL of PPP Ψ. The PGFL
of a PPP Ψ with density λ and a function v(Xi) is given by [59]
E
[∏
i∈Ψ
v(Xi)
]
= exp
(
−λ E
[∫
R2
(1− v(x)) dx
])
(2.79)
Combining (2.76)-(2.79), the expression for P (E) in (2.78) is written as
P (E) = exp
(
−λ E
[∫
R2
1
(
ρ|h|2|x|−αS ≥ γth
)
dx
])
= exp
(
−λ E
[∫ ∞
0
1
(
ρ|h|2r−αS ≥ γth
)
pi dr2
])
(2.80)
Let us define A = (ρ|h|2S/γth)1/α, then (2.80) can be simplified as
P (E) = exp
(
−λpi E
[∫ A
0
dr2
])
= exp
(
−λpi
(
ρ
γth
)δ
E
[|h|2δ]E [Sδ]) (2.81)
Now the ’δ’ moment of S is expressed as
E
[
Sδ
]
= E
[
1
(−B¯ ≤ T ≤ b)]
=
∫∫
1
(−b¯ ≤ t ≤ b) dFt dFb¯
=
∫ ∫ b
−b¯
1
2NT
dt dFb¯
=
b+ E
[
B¯
]
2NT
(2.82)
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Using (2.82) in (2.81), P (E) can be expressed as
P (E) = exp
(
−λspi
(
ρ
γth
)δ
Γ (1 + δ)
(
b+ E
[
B¯
]))
(2.83)
2.8.6 Proof of (2.51)
An expression for E
[
η(b)δ
]
is derived.
E
[
η(b)δ
]
=
1
bδ
E
[(∫ b
0
1
(
T ≤ τ ≤ T + B¯) dτ)δ] (2.84)
η(b) is a function of r.v’s T and B¯. For the PPP Ψ, it is assumed that T ∼
Unif [−NT , NT ]. Defining Fb¯ = P
(
B¯ ≤ b¯), the E[·] in (2.84) can be evaluated as
E
[
η(b)δ
]
=
1
2NT bδ
[(∫∫
t≥0,t+b¯≤b
b¯δ +
∫∫
t≥0,t+b¯≥b
(b− t)δ +
∫∫
−b¯≤t≤0,t+b¯≤b
(
t+ b¯
)δ
+∫∫
−b¯≤t≤0,t+b¯≥b
bδ
)
dt dFb¯
]
(2.85)
(a)
=
1
2NT bδ
[(∫ b
0
∫ b−b¯
0
b¯δ +
∫ b
0
∫ b
b−b¯
(b− t)δ +∫ D
b
∫ b
0
(b− t)δ +
∫ D
b
∫ 0
b−b¯
bδ +
∫ b
0
∫ 0
−b¯(
t+ b¯
)δ
+
∫ D
b
∫ −b¯+b
−b¯
(
t+ b¯
)δ)
dt dFb¯
]
(2.86)
where (a) follows by translating the integral regions in (2.85) into explicit ranges
on t and b¯. Now (2.86) can be further simplified as
E
[
η(b)δ
]
=
1
2NT bδ
[(∫ b
0
b¯δ
(
b− b¯)+ ∫ b
0
b¯1+δ
1 + δ
+
∫ D
b
b1+δ
1 + δ
+
∫ D
b
bδ
(
b¯− b)+ ∫ b
0
b¯1+δ
1 + δ
+
∫ D
b
b1+δ
1 + δ
)
dFb¯
]
(2.87)
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=
1
2NT bδ
[(
b
∫ b
0
b¯δ +
1− δ
1 + δ
∫ b
0
b¯1+δ + bδ
∫ D
b
b¯
+
1− δ
1 + δ
b1+δ
∫ D
b
)
dFb¯
]
(2.88)
Chapter 3
HARQ in a Cooperative
Multihop WANET
In this chapter, we present a study on the performance of the HARQ protocol
in a cooperative multihop WANET. In a multihop WANET, the information is
transported from source node to the destination node via a set of intermediate
relay nodes. In the HARQ protocol considered in this chapter, the different parts
of the codeword of an information packet are jointly transmitted by the source
and relay(s) nodes, hence the term cooperative WANET. The performance of a
multihop WANET is characterized by the transport capacity metric defined as
the number of information bits per second communicated reliably over a distance
per unit area of the network. The parameters of the HARQ protocol are tuned to
balance the tradeoff between the different components of transport capacity and
operate the cooperative multihop WANET at maximal transport capacity point.
The chapter studies two types of HARQ mechanisms namely the incremental
redundancy and repetition time diversity. A partial set of results and material
presented in this chapter has been published in [38]. The full material and results
presented in this chapter appears in [63].
The organization of the rest of the chapter is outlined below. In Section
3.1, the system model and assumptions are presented. Section 3.2 studies the
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transport capacity optimization for both incremental redundancy and repetition
time diversity. Section 3.3 presents the numerical results. Section 3.4 contains
the conclusions.
3.1 System Model
We consider a wireless adhoc multihop network in which nodes are modeled as a 2-
D homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) Φ = {Xi} of intensity λ m−2, where
Xi denotes the i
th node coordinates. Due to the homogeneous PPP assumption,
the performance of the entire network can be quantified by the analysis of a typical
source-destination communication. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
source node is located at the origin and the destination is located at an asymptotic
distance along the X-axis (See Fig.??). Conditioning on the source node at the
origin does not affect the distribution of the homogeneous PPP Φ (See Slivnyak’s
theorem [64] for more details).
The MAC layer uses the spatial reuse ALOHA protocol[16]. The physical
communication resource consists of orthogonal discrete time slots. In every time
slot, a node either transmits data with MAP p or receives data with probability
1− p. The decision process to either transmit or receive data is independent from
slot to slot and across users. The parent PPP Φ can be split into 2 independent
PPP’s Φt and Φr of intensities λp m−2 and λ(1− p) m−2 respectively.
Each slot period is split into 2 phases,
1) In the 1st phase, a node ∈ Φt transmits either its own data packet or a data
packet of another source node.
2) In the 2nd phase, a distributed relay selection process selects one node ∈ Φr
as the forwarding relay for the next hop communication. The relay selection
process makes use of a signalling burst period[16]. A node ∈ Φr that can be a
potential relay encodes its progress into a bit sequence of fixed length. During
the signalling burst period, a node listens to the medium for every 0 bit in the
encoded sequence and if it detects a 1 bit broadcast from another node, then quits
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the relay selection process. On the other hand, if a node gets to broadcast a 1 bit
during the signalling burst period, then it will be selected as the forwarding relay
since it has the most progress towards destination. More details about the relay
selection procedure can be found in the section VIII.B of [16].
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to give a detailed traffic model descrip-
tion. From [16], we use the basic traffic model assumptions of a mean value of τ
fresh packets per slot per source-destination pair and a service rate of p per node.
The received signal at a receive node v ∈ R2 w.r.t the transmit node at origin
is given by
y = h0|v|−α/2x0 +
∑
k∈Φt
hk|v −Xk|−α/2xk + z (3.1)
where hk ∼ CN (0, 1) is the Rayleigh fading coefficient, xk is the message symbol
and α is the path loss exponent. In (3.1), 1st term represents the desired signal,
2nd term represents the interference and z is the additive Gaussian noise.
The instantaneous SINR at receive node v ∈ R2 w.r.t the transmit node at
origin is given by
SINRv,0 =
ρ|h0|2|v|−α∑
k∈Φt ρ|hk|2|v −Xk|−α + σ2
, (3.2)
where σ2 is the noise power and ρ is the transmit power. In this chapter, we
perform analysis in the interference limited regime i.e., σ2 = 0. The effect of noise
on the performance analysis is discussed later in the chapter.1
In this chapter, we study 2 types of HARQ mechanisms namely, incremental
redundancy and repetition time diversity. In the next 2 subsections, we present
the analysis framework for incremental redundancy and repetition time diversity
respectively.
3.1.1 Incremental Redundancy
Each source node which has a data packet to transmit, encodes b information bits
into a N -symbol codeword. Based on a puncturing process, the codeword is split
1 Throughout the chapter, the R.V. SIRv,0 refers to (3.2) with σ
2 = 0.
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into M = 2 non-overlapping blocks of length L = N
M
. The source transmits the
1st block at code rate R = b
L
. An important property of the puncturing process to
note is that the 1st block of the codeword is sufficient to decode the information
bit vector.
From among the nodes ∈ Φr that decode the data packet after receiving the
1st block from the source, the node which offers the most progress towards the
destination node is selected opportunistically as the forwarding relay. The progress
achieved during the 1st hop communication is given by [16]
D1 (Φ, R, p) = max
i∈Φr
[
1
(
Ii,0 ≥ R|Φt
) |Xi| cos (θ (Xi)) ] (3.3)
where Ii,0 = log2 (1 + SIRi,0) is the mutual information (MI) achieved by receive
node i during 1st hop communication from the source node at origin and 1 (·)
is the indicator function. As mentioned earlier, the destination node is at an
asymptotic distance along the X-axis and the expression for 1st hop progress in
(3.3) considers the progress offered by each relay node in the X-axis direction as
measured by the |Xi| cos (θ (Xi)) term.
Since the forwarding relay n1 is able to decode the data packet, it can re-
generate the 2nd block of the codeword. During the 2nd hop communication, the
forwarding relay n1 transmits the 2
nd block of the codeword at rate R and the
total progress upto the 2nd hop is given by
Fir (Φ, R, p) = max
i∈Φr
[
1
(
Ii,0 + Ii,Y1 ≥ R|Φt, Y1
)
|Xi| cos (θ (Xi))
]
(3.4)
where Y1 ∼ D1 in (3.3) and Ii,Y1 = log2 (1 + SIRi,Y1) is the MI achieved by receive
node i during 2nd hop communication from the forwarding relay n1. In SIRi,Y1 ,
Y1 denotes the x-coordinate of the forwarding relay n1 and we assume the y-
coordinate to be 0 for the sake of analytical tractability. The conditioning inside
the 1 () function is for keeping the individual terms of the max operator a pure
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function of the PPP Φr, so that RHS of (3.3 represents a extremal shot noise of
the PPP Φr.
The progress achieved during the 2nd hop communication is
Dir (Φ, R, p) = Fir (Φ, R, p)−D1 (Φ, R, p) (3.5)
Figure 3.1: Source node ns transmits the 1
st block of the codeword. Relay n1
decodes the data packet using the 1st block from ns and offers the most progress
D1 towards destination nd, which is at an asymptotic distance from ns along the
x-axis. Relays n2 and n3 decode the data packet using the blocks from {ns, n1}
and {n1, n2} respectively and offer the progress D2 in the direction of the destina-
tion. ({ns, n1, n2, n3, nd} are symbols used for illustration only and do not carry
mathematical definition.)
Fig.3.1 shows a typical source-destination communication route for M = 2.
The hop ns − n1 uses 1 block of the codeword to decode the data packet and its
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progress is D1 given in (3.3). The hops n1 − n2 and n2 − n3 use 2 blocks of the
codeword to decode the data packet with progress Dir given in (3.5). Intermediate
relays selected for forwarding the packets transmit one block of the codeword at
the same code rate R.
To measure the transport capacity as per [18], we consider a typical snapshot
of the network at any point of time and measure the progress rate density. Every
hop in the network has a fixed rate R bps/Hz. The spatial density of transmissions
is λp m−2. The spatial expected progress is
dir (R, p) = EΦ,Y1,|h|2
[
Dir (Φ, R, p)
]
(3.6)
where the E [·] is taken w.r.t PPP Φ, forwarding relay location Y1 and fading |h|2.
(The exact spatial expected progress is q dir (R, p) + (1− q) d1 (R, p), where q is
the spatial probability of a receiving node of an arbitrary hop using 2 blocks of a
codeword to decode the data packet and
d1 (R, p) = EΦ,|h|2 [D1 (Φ, R, p)] (3.7)
But for the purpose of analytical tractability, we focus only on the upper bound
dir (R, p).)
Hence the transport capacity of the network Cir is given by
Cir = R λp dir (R, p) (3.8)
The tradeoff between the transport capacity submetrics in (3.8) is captured by
the network design problem of optimizing the transport capacity w.r.t the MAP
p and coding rate R.
3.1.2 Repetition Time Diversity
Each source node which has a data packet to transmit, encodes b information
bits into a N -symbol packet. The source and the intermediate relays selected for
forwarding the packets transmit the N -symbol packet at the code rate R = b
N
.
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During the 1st hop communication from source to forwarding relay n1, the
progress achieved is D1 in (3.3). During the 2
nd hop communication, the forward-
ing relay n1 transmits the same N -symbol packet as the source at rate R and the
total progress upto the 2nd hop is given by
Frtd (Φ, R, p) = max
i∈Φr
[
1
(
SIRi,0 + SIRi,Y1 ≥ 2R − 1|Φt, Y1
)
|Xi| cos (θ (Xi))
]
(3.9)
The progress achieved during the 2nd hop communication is Drtd = Frtd−D1. The
transport capacity of the network Crtd is given by
Crtd = R λp EΦ,Y1,|h|2
[
Drtd (Φ, R, p)
]
≡ R λp drtd (R, p) (3.10)
3.2 Capacity Optimization
In this section, we study the optimization of transport capacity for both the
incremental redundancy and repetition time diversity techniques respectively.
3.2.1 Incremental Redundancy
The optimal MAP pir and coding rate Rir are given by
〈R, p〉ir = arg max
R,p
[
R λp dir (R, p)
]
(3.11)
Both Rir and pir are solved by Monte Carlo simulation and the numerical results
are presented in section 3.3. In an effort towards obtaining an analytic expression
for the objective function in (3.11) and subsequently employ convex optimization
methods, we now derive an approximate expression for dir (R, p) using the idea of
decoding cells, initially introduced in [64] and extended in [19, 38].
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Decoding Cell for Incremental Redundancy
A decoding cell Σir is defined as
Σir =
{
v ∈ R2 : Iv,0 + Iv,η1 ≥ R
}
Iv,0 = log2 (1 + SIRv,0) ,
Iv,η1 = log2 (1 + SIRv,η1)
η1 = (d1, 0) (3.12)
where η1 is the expected location of the forwarding relay n1. The cell Σir contains
all v ∈ R2 that decode the data packet using 2 blocks of the codeword from origin
and η1. The definition of cell Σir in (3.12) considers the average location of the
forwarding relay n1 instead of the instantaneous random location as in (3.4), but
this relaxation is essential for tractability issues in the further analysis involving
Σir and also we demonstrate by numerical results in section 3.3 that the relaxation
does not undermine the analysis resuts. The homogeneous assumption of PPP Φ
facilitates to use the cell area to derive an approximate expression for dir (R, p) as
shown below.
The average cell area is given by
E
[|Σir|] = ∫
R2
PΦt (Iv,0 + Iv,η1 ≥ R) dv (3.13)
Proposition 1. The average area of the decoding cell for incremental redundancy
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E
[|Σir|] is given as
E
[|Σir|] = pi
λpG (α)
[
2
(2R − 1)δ−
e
−λpG(α)(2R−1)δd21/
(
1+(2R−1)δ
)
1 + (2R − 1)δ
+
e
−λpG(α)(2R/2−1)δd21/
(
1+(2R/2−1)δ
)
1 + (2R/2− 1)δ
− e
−λpG(α)(2R/2−1)δ(2R−1)δd21/
(
(2R−1)δ+(2R/2−1)δ
)
(2R − 1)δ + (2R/2− 1)δ
]
G (α) = piδΓ (δ) Γ (1− δ) , Γ (x) =
∫ ∞
0
tx−1e−tdt, δ = 2/α (3.14)
Proof: The derivation of the E
[|Σir|] expression is presented in Appendix
3.5.1.
Theorem 3. The expected progress for incremental redundancy dir (R, p) is ap-
proximated by d˜ir (R, p), given as
d˜ir (R, p) =
√|Wir|+ d1
2
(
1− 1− e
−c1
c1
)
− d1 (3.15)
|Wir| = E
[|Σir|], c1 = λ(1− p)|W+ir |,
|W+ir | =
|Wir|+ d1
√|Wir|
2
.
Proof: The proof is based on the extension of initial ideas of cells approxi-
mation from [19]. Fig.3.2 shows a square Wir centered around the 2 points origin
and η1 such that |Wir| = E
[|Σir|]. Now Φr (W+ir ), the nodes of Φr in the positive
portion of Wir, is Poisson distributed with parameter c1 = λ(1 − p)|W+ir |. The
nodes of Φr in W+ir offer a maximum progress of
(√|Wir|+ d1) /2. Hence based
on the above mentioned properties, an approximate expression for E
[
Fir
]
is given
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Figure 3.2: A square Wir centered around the 2 points origin and η1 = (d1, 0)
approximates the decoding cell Σir. The center of the square is (d1/2, 0). The
maximum progress offered by nodes of Φr in W+ir , the portion of Wir in the positive
v1 axis, is
(√|Wir|+ d1) /2.
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as
E
[
Fir
] ≈ ∞∑
k=0
E
[
max
i≤k
Ui,v1
∣∣Φr (W+ir ) = k] P(Φr (W+ir ) = k)
=
√|Wir|+ d1
2
(
1− 1− e
−c1
c1
)
(3.16)
Using (3.5),(3.6) and (3.16), dir (R, p) is approximated as
d˜ir (R, p) =
√|Wir|+ d1
2
(
1− 1− e
−c1
c1
)
− d1 (3.17)
Corollary 2. The scaling of the approximation to expected progress for incremen-
tal redundancy d˜ir (R, p) w.r.t the density λ is given as
d˜ir (R, p) = O
(
1√
λ
)
(3.18)
Proof: The following expression for d1 is derived in [19].
d1 =
√|W1|
2
(
1− 1− e
−c
c
)
(3.19)
c = λ(1− p)|W1|/2, |W1| = pi
λpG (α) (2R − 1)δ
Using (3.19) in (3.17), it is straightforward to rewrite d˜ir (R, p) as
d˜ir (R, p) =
1√
λ
J (R, p, α) (3.20)
where J(·) is a function of R, p and α.
Based on (3.17), an approximate analytic expression to the transport capacity
in (3.8) is given by
C˜ir = R λp
[√|Wir|+ d1
2
(
1− 1− e
−c1
c1
)
− d1
]
(3.21)
The tradeoff between the submetrics of transport capacity Cir in (3.8) is also
captured by its analytic approximation C˜ir. Optimizing the approximation C˜ir
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w.r.t coding rate R and MAP p balances the tradeoff between the submetrics
without relying on prohibitive Monte Carlo simulations as in (3.11). From (3.18),
it is apparent that the transport capacity approximation C˜ir does not have a
tradeoff w.r.t the node density λ and has a scaling of O
(√
λ
)
.
The coding rate R˜ir and MAP p˜ir that optimize the approximation C˜ir are
given by
〈R˜, p˜〉ir = arg max
R,p
C˜ir (3.22)
The objective function C˜ir is concave and the KKT points are given by[
∂C˜ir
∂R
∂C˜ir
∂p
]
= 0 (3.23)
which can be solved by gradient descent methods.
3.2.2 Repetition Time Diversity
For repetition time diversity, the optimal MAP prtd and coding rate Rrtd are given
by
〈R, p〉rtd = arg max
R,p
[
R λp drtd (R, p)
]
(3.24)
Similiar to incremental redundancy in section 3.2.1, we now derive an approximate
expression for drtd (R, p) and optimize the convex approximation to transport
capacity and compare the results with the Monte Carlo based optimization in
(3.24).
Decoding Cell for Repetition Time Diversity
A decoding cell Σrtd is defined as
Σrtd =
{
v ∈ R2 : SIRv,0 + SIRv,η1 ≥ 2R − 1
}
η1 = (d1, 0) (3.25)
The cell Σrtd contains all v ∈ R2 that decode the data packet using the packet
transmissions from origin and η1.
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The average cell area is given by
E
[|Σrtd|] = ∫
R2
PΦt
(
SIRv,0 + SIRv,η1 ≥ 2R − 1
)
dv (3.26)
Proposition 2. The average area of the decoding cell for repetition time diversity
E
[|Σrtd|] is given as
E
[|Σrtd|] = pi
λpG (α) (2R − 1)δ
2− e−λpG(α)(2R−1)δd21/2
2
 (3.27)
Proof: Refer to Appendix 3.5.2 for the derivation.
Theorem 4. The expected progress for repetition time diversity drtd (R, p) is ap-
proximated by d˜rtd (R, p), given as
d˜rtd (R, p) =
√|Wrtd|+ d1
2
(
1− 1− e
−c2
c2
)
− d1 (3.28)
|Wrtd| = E
[|Σrtd|], c2 = λ(1− p)|W+rtd|,
|W+rtd| =
|Wrtd|+ d1
√|Wrtd|
2
.
Proof: The proof of theorem 2 follows the same ideas as in theorem 3. Let
Wrtd be a square similiar in definition and properties to Wir in theorem 3. Similiar
to (3.16), an approximate expression for E
[
Frtd
]
is given as
E
[
Frtd
] ≈ √|Wrtd|+ d1
2
(
1− 1− e
−c2
c2
)
(3.29)
Using (3.10) and (3.29) along with the fact that Drtd = Frtd − D1, the expected
progress drtd (R, p) is approximated as
d˜rtd (R, p) =
√|Wrtd|+ d1
2
(
1− 1− e
−c2
c2
)
− d1 (3.30)
Based on (3.30), an approximate analytic expression to the transport capacity
in (3.10) is given by
C˜rtd = R λp
[√|Wrtd|+ d1
2
(
1− 1− e
−c2
c2
)
− d1
]
(3.31)
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Similiar to incremental redundancy, the analytic expression based approximation
C˜rtd allows to study the tradeoff nature of Crtd w.r.t coding rate R and MAP p
without relying on Monte Carlo simulations as in (3.24).
The coding rate R˜rtd and MAP p˜rtd that optimize the approximation C˜rtd are
given by
〈R˜, p˜〉rtd = arg max
R,p
C˜rtd (3.32)
By the concavity of objective function C˜rtd, the gradient descent methods yield
the KKT points [
∂C˜rtd
∂R
∂C˜rtd
∂p
]
= 0 (3.33)
3.3 Numerical Results
In this section, we present the numerical results for the optimization problems
proposed in the incremental redundancy and reptition time diversity sections re-
spectively. A wireless adhoc multihop network where nodes are distributed ac-
cording to a 2-D homogeneous PPP of intensity λ m−2 was simulated[65, 66].
Nodes experience IID Rayleigh fading. The E [·] operation for obtaining dir (R, p)
and drtd (R, p) in (3.6) and (3.10) respectively is computed by Monte Carlo aver-
aging. Values of the network parameters used in the simulation were λ = 1 and
α = [2.5, 4], the path loss exponent.
Fig.3.3 shows a plot of the transport capacity Cir in (3.8) and its approximation
C˜ir in (3.21), both normalized by R, against the MAP p for R = {1, 3} at α = 3.
In the low p region, C increases due to the linearity of spatial density λp, but
beyond the extremal region of p, for further increase in density, the decrease
in progress dir (R, p) dominates leading to smaller values of Cir. Although the
numerical values of Cir and C˜ir as a function of p differ, the extremal regions of
Cir and C˜ir w.r.t p is very similiar and thus optimizing C˜ir yields valuable system
design insights. In an identical manner, a plot of Cir and C˜ir against coding rate
R for a fixed MAP illustrates a similiar tradeoff of Cir and C˜ir w.r.t R and is
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omitted due to space limitations.
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Figure 3.3: Transport capacity Cir and its approximation C˜ir, both normalized
by R, plotted against the MAP p for different values of R = {1, 3} at α = 3.
3.3.1 Variation w.r.t path loss exponent α
The optimization in (3.11) was solved numerically by Monte Carlo simulation. The
convex optimization problem in (3.22) is solved by gradient descent algorithms.
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 show plots of the optimal Rir and pir from (3.11) against the path
loss exponent α. Also shown are the approximations R˜ir and p˜ir from (3.22). As
the path loss exponent α increases, the interference contribution from far away
interferers drops off and thus increases the SIR at receiver nodes. Due to the
increased SIR, the optimization increases both R and p w.r.t α. The scaling of
〈R˜, p˜〉ir w.r.t α very closely matches that of 〈R, p〉ir and thus facilitates to find
close to optimal coding rate Rir and MAP pir by solving the convex optimization
problem in (3.22) than the prohibitively complex Monte Carlo simulation based
optimization in (3.11).
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Figure 3.4: The optimal Rir and its approximation R˜ir from (3.11) and (3.22)
respectively plotted against the path loss exponent α at λ = 1.
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Figure 3.5: The optimal pir and its approximation p˜ir from (3.11) and (3.22)
respectively plotted against the path loss exponent α at λ = 1.
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3.3.2 Variation w.r.t node density λ
As mentioned in corollary 1, dir scales w.r.t λ as O
(
1/
√
λ
)
. Immediately it is
apparent that the approximations R˜ir and p˜ir are O(1) w.r.t λ. This has implica-
tions for the optimal values Rir and pir. Fig. 3.6 shows a plot of the optimal Rir
and its approximation R˜ir against the density λ. When the density λ increases,
the interference in the network increases and subsequently decreases the SIR at a
receiver node. Although the SIR decreases, the coding rate R has a linear scaling
component in the transport capacity expression and as a result, the optimization
maintains a constant R as λ increases. Similiar observation holds true to Fig.
3.7, which shows a plot of the optimal pir and its approximation p˜ir against the
density λ.
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Figure 3.6: The optimal Rir and its approximation R˜ir from (3.11) and (3.22)
respectively plotted against the density λ for α = 3.
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Figure 3.7: The optimal pir and its approximation p˜ir from (3.11) and (3.22)
respectively plotted against the density λ for α = 3.
3.3.3 Effect of Noise
In [47], it is shown that multihop communication is more beneficial in power
limited regime(noise is not negligible) relative to interference limited regime. From
[16], the success probability of a receiver node at y ∈ R2 w.r.t the transmit node
at origin is given by
PΦt (SINRy,0 ≥ T ) = e−λpG(α)|y|2T δ+σ2|y|αT/ρ (3.34)
where G (α) is defined in (3.14) and T is the SINR threshold. From appendices
3.5.1 and 3.5.2, it is clear that (3.34) with σ2 = 0 is the basis for all analysis in
this chapter. Hence by making use of (3.34), the analysis framework developed
in this chapter for the interference limited regime using the concept of decoding
cells, pointwise decoding probability and average cell area can be extended in a
straightforward manner to study the performance in the power limited regime.
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3.3.4 Repetition Time Diversity
All of the above intuition and observations from incremental redundancy apply
in a straightforward manner to the repetition time diversity mechanism. For
illustration, plots of the optimal 〈R, p〉rtd and their approximations 〈R˜, p˜〉rtd from
(3.24) and (3.32) respectively against the path loss exponent α are shown in Figs.
3.8 and 3.9. Results of analysis and simulation match very closely for repetition
time diversity mechanism. The optimal values of HARQ coding rate and MAP for
repetition time diversity are smaller than that of incremental redundancy since
the decoding MI at a receiver node for incremental redundancy is higher than that
of repetition time diversity due to the increased diversity extraction.2
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Figure 3.8: The optimal Rrtd and its approximation R˜rtd from (3.24) and (3.32)
respectively plotted against the path loss exponent α at λ = 1.
2
∑2
i=1 log2 (1 + ai) ≥ log2 (1 + a1 + a2) , ai ≥ 0.
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Figure 3.9: The optimal prtd and its approximation p˜rtd from (3.24) and (3.32)
respectively plotted against the path loss exponent α at λ = 1.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we study the performance of cooperative HARQ in wireless adhoc
multihop networks using the spatial ALOHA protocol. For a network with Pois-
son field of interference and opportunistic routing, we solve the network design
problem of choosing the optimal HARQ coding rate and MAP by optimizing the
transport capacity. We derive an approximate expression for expected progress
based on the concept of decoding cells. Optimization of the approximate transport
capacity using convex optimization methods yields close approximations to opti-
mal HARQ coding rate and MAP. A key result of the analysis was the invariance
of optimal HARQ coding rate and MAP to the node density in the network. It was
noted that the analysis framework could be extended to study the performance of
cooperative HARQ in power limited regime.
Extending the current line of work by studying the performance of cooperative
HARQ protocol with RATC[47] as the performance metric since it accounts for
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the bandwidth resources consumed by the relays when forwarding data packets
is a step towards understanding the design of practical wireless multihop adhoc
networks. Most of the research using stochastic geometric model for wireless
networks has focused on fixed rate transmission and outage probability model[58,
59]. Studying CSIT based variable rate transmission methods would be a possible
direction of work[30, 67].
3.5 Mathematical Proofs
3.5.1 Expression for E
[|Σir|]
We first derive an expression for PΦt (·) in (3.13) and then subsequently derive an
expression for E
[|Σir|].
Expression for PΦt (Iv,0 + Iv,η1 ≥ R)
From (3.12),
Iv,0 = log2 (1 + SIRv,0) ≡ log2
(
1 + S|v|−α) ,
S =
|h0|2∑
k∈Φt |hk|2|v −Xk|−α
(3.35)
The RV S has been defined to facilitate the derivation as illustrated below.
PΦt (Iv,0 + Iv,η1 ≥ R)
= P
(
log2
(
1 + S1|v|−α
)
+ log2
(
1 + S2|v − η1|−α
) ≥ R)
=
∫ ∞
0
P
(
log2
(
1 + S2|v − η1|−α
) ≥ log2( 2R1 + s1|v|−α
))
fS1 (s1) ds1
=
∫ ∞
0
P
(
S2 ≥ |v − η1|α
(
2R
1 + s1|v|−α − 1
))
fS1 (s1) ds1 (3.36)
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From [16], the CCDF of RV S is given as
P (S ≥ s) =
{
e−λpG(α)s
δ
, s ≥ 0
1 , s < 0.
(3.37)
Using (3.37) and defining A = λpG (α) and T = 2R − 1, we get
PΦt (Iv,0 + Iv,η1 ≥ R)
=
∫ T |v|α
0
e
−A|v−η1|2
(
2R
1+s1|v|−α
−1
)δ
fS1 (s1) ds1
+
∫ ∞
T |v|α
fS1 (s1) ds1
(a)
=
∫ T |v|α
0
e
−A|v−η1|2
(
2R
1+s1|v|−α
−1
)δ
fS1 (s1) ds1
+ e−AT
δ|v|2 (3.38)
≡ P1 + P2 (3.39)
where (a) follows by evaluating the tail probability of RV S1 at T |v|α. The pdf
fS1 (s1) follows from (3.37) and the integral term in (3.38) is written as
P1 =
∫ T |v|α
0
e
−A|v−η1|2
(
2R
1+s1|v|−α
−1
)δ
e−As
δ
1 A d
(
sδ1
)
(b)
= A|v|2
∫ T δ
0
e
−A|v−η1|2
(
2R
1+τ1/δ
−1
)δ
e−A|v|
2τ dτ (3.40)
where (b) follows by the substitution τ = |v|−2sδ1.
Let P1 ≡ P1,a + P1,b with P1,a and P1,b defined as
P1,a = A|v|2
∫ 1
0
e
−A|v−η1|2
(
2R
1+τ1/δ
−1
)δ
e−A|v|
2τ dτ
(c)
≥ A|v|2
∫ 1
0
e−A|v−η1|
2(2R−1)δe−A|v|
2τ dτ
(d)
= e−A|v−η1|
2T δ
(
1− e−A|v|2
)
(3.41)
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where (c) is based on the fact that e
−A|v−η1|2
(
2R
1+τ1/δ
−1
)δ
is increasing in 0 ≤ τ < 1
and (d) follows by taking the CDF of an exponential RV with parameter A|v|2 at
1.
Similiar bounds yield a lower bound for the 2nd half of P1.
P1,b = A|v|2
∫ T δ
1
e
−A|v−η1|2
(
2R
1+τ1/δ
−1
)δ
e−A|v|
2τ dτ
≥ A|v|2
∫ T δ
1
e−A|v−η1|
2(2R/2−1)δe−A|v|
2τ dτ
(e)
= e−A|v−η1|
2Tˇ δ
(
e−A|v|
2 − e−AT δ|v|2
)
(3.42)
where in (e) Tˇ =
(
2R/2− 1).
Combining (3.41) and (3.42), (3.38) is rewritten as
PΦt (Iv,0 + Iv,η1 ≥ R) ≥ e−A|v−η1|
2T δ
(
1− e−A|v|2
)
+ e−A|v−η1|
2Tˇ δ
(
e−A|v|
2 − e−AT δ|v|2
)
+ e−AT
δ|v|2 (3.43)
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Derivation of E
[|Σir|]
From (3.13),
E
[|Σir|] = ∫
R2
PΦt (Iv,0 + Iv,η1 ≥ R) dv
≥
∫
R2
[
e−A|v−η1|
2T δ
(
1− e−A|v|2
)
+ e−A|v−η1|
2Tˇ δ
(
e−A|v|
2 − e−AT δ|v|2
)
+ e−AT
δ|v|2
]
dv
=
∫
R2
[
e−A|v−η1|
2T δ − e−A(T δ|v−η1|2+|v|2)
+ e−A(Tˇ
δ|v−η1|2+|v|2) − e−A(Tˇ δ|v−η1|2+T |v|2)
+ e−AT
δ|v|2
]
dv
≡ H1 −H2 +H3 −H4 +H5 (3.44)
To evaluate the 5 integrals in (3.44), first the following integral in general form is
written down.
H =
∫
R2
e−A(c1|v|
2+c2|v−η1|2) dv
=
∫∫
e−A(c1(v
2
1+v
2
2)+c2(v1−d1)2+c2v22) dv1 dv2
=
∫ ∞
−∞
e−A(c1v
2
1+c2(v1−d1)2) dv1 ·∫ ∞
−∞
e−A(c1+c2)v
2
2 dv2 (3.45)
The exponent in the 1st integral of (3.45) is rewritten by completing squares as
c1v
2
1 + c2 (v1 − d1)2 = (c1 + c2)
(
v1 − d1c2
c1 + c2
)2
+
d21c1c2
c1 + c2
(3.46)
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Using (3.46), the integral H in (3.45) becomes
H = e
−Ad
2
1c1c2
c1+c2
∫ ∞
−∞
e
−A(c1+c2)
(
v1− d1c2c1+c2
)2
dv1 ·∫ ∞
−∞
e−A(c1+c2)v
2
2 dv2 (3.47)
To evaluate (3.47), the following rewritten form of the standard Gaussian pdf
relation is used. ∫ ∞
−∞
1√
2piσ2
e−(x−µ)
2
/
2σ2 dx = 1∫ ∞
−∞
e−b(x−µ)
2
dx =
√
pi
b
(3.48)
where b = 1
2σ2
.
Applying the relation (3.48) for the integral H in (3.47) twice yields
H =
∫
R2
e−A(c1|v|
2+c2|v−η1|2) dv
= e
−Ad
2
1c1c2
c1+c2
pi
A (c1 + c2)
(3.49)
Using the result in (3.49) to the integrals in (3.44), the lower bound for E
[|Σir|]
is given as
E
[|Σir|] ≥ H1 −H2 +H3 −H4 +H5
=
pi
A
[
1
T δ
− e
−AT δd21/(1+T δ)
1 + T δ
+
e−ATˇ
δd21/(1+Tˇ δ)
1 + Tˇ δ
− e
−AT δTˇ δd21/(T δ+Tˇ δ)
T δ + Tˇ δ
+
1
T δ
]
(3.50)
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3.5.2 Repetition Time Diversity
Expression for PΦt
(
SIRv,0 + SIRv,η1 ≥ 2R − 1
)
Using the notation for SIRv,0 in (3.35), we have
PΦt
(
SIRv,0 + SIRv,η1 ≥ 2R − 1
)
= P
(
S1|v|−α + S2|v − η1|−α ≥ T
)
=
∫ ∞
0
P
(
S2 ≥ |v − η1|α
(
T − s1|v|−α
))
fS1 (s1) ds1
(a)
=
∫ T |v|α
0
e−A|v−η1|
2(T−s1|v|−α)δfS1 (s1) ds1
+
∫ ∞
T |v|α
fS1 (s1) ds1
=
∫ T |v|α
0
e−A|v−η1|
2T δ(1− s1T |v|α )
δ
e−As
δ
1 A d
(
sδ1
)
+ e−AT
δ|v|2
(b)
=
∫ 1
0
e−A|v−η1|
2T δ(1−u1/δ)δe−AT
δ|v|2u AT δ|v|2 du
+ e−AT
δ|v|2
(c)
≥ e−AT δ|v−η1|2
∫ 1
0
AT δ|v|2 e−AT δ|v|2udu
+ e−AT
δ|v|2
= e−AT
δ|v−η1|2
(
1− e−AT δ|v|2
)
+ e−AT
δ|v|2 (3.51)
where (a) uses the CCDF of S2 in (3.37), (b) follows from the previous line using
the simple substitution u =
(
s1
T |v|α
)δ
and (c) uses the relation e−A|v−η1|
2T δ(1−u1/δ)δ ≥
e−A|v−η1|
2T δ , 0 ≤ u ≤ 1.
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Derivation of E
[|Σrtd|]
E
[|Σrtd|] = ∫
R2
PΦt
(
SIRv,0 + SIRv,η1 ≥ 2R − 1
)
dv
≥
∫
R2
[
e−AT
δ|v−η1|2
(
1− e−AT δ|v|2
)
+ e−AT
δ|v|2
]
dv
=
∫
R2
[
e−AT
δ|v−η1|2 + e−AT
δ|v|2
− e−AT δ(|v|2+|v−η1|2)
]
dv
(3.52)
≡ H1 +H2 −H3
The 3 integrals in (3.52) are evaluated using (3.49)
E
[|Σrtd|] ≥ H1 +H2 −H3
=
pi
AT δ
(
2− e
−AT δd21/2
2
)
(3.53)
Chapter 4
Multiuser Diversity in Downlink
Channels
In the previous two chapters of the thesis, the focus was on the performance of
continuous version of HARQ i.e., rateless codes and the block level IR- HARQ in
single hop and cooperative multihop WANETs respectively. In this chapter, we
shift the focus of the thesis to performance analysis of multiuser diversity schedul-
ing in cellular networks. Multiuser diversity is a key concept in user scheduling in
both downlink and uplink of cellular networks. It is widely incorporated into both
mobile and WLAN standards. It is well known that multiuser diversity provides
significant benefits by increasing the spectral efficiency double logarithmically with
the number of users served.
In the research literature, although there has been a lot of effort studying the
benefits of multiuser diversity, very little emphasis is given to the cost associated
with multiuser diversity and this is precisely the focus of this chapter. The benefit
of multiuser diversity is heavily dependent on the ability of the base station to
acquire accurate CQI of the users, which requires significant feedback resources.
The goal of this chapter is to present a cost benefit analysis of multiuser diversity.
We consider two contemporary cellular systems, FDD and TDD. Two types of
feedback methods are studied in this chapter namely dedicated feedback and SNR
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dependent feedback. While most of the chapter focuses on single antenna users,
the last part presents a study of the interaction between single user multiantenna
techniques and multiuser diveristy. The research results and material presented
in this chapter has been published in [68].
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1, the
system model and analysis framework are introduced. In sections 4.2 and 4.3,
the cost-benefit analysis of multiuser diversity in the FDD and TDD systems
is performed. In section 4.4, we study the effect of single user multiantenna
techniques on multiuser diversity and we conclude in Section 4.5.
4.1 System Model
We consider a single antenna broadcast channel with K users. Each of the users
has identical average SNR P and fading distribution. For downlink, a Rayleigh
block fading model is assumed. Throughout the chapter, we make simplifying
assumptions about the uplink channel with appropriate justifications. Every co-
herence block has Tˇ symbols, which is termed the downlink resource blocklength
and is given by Tˇ = WcTc, where Wc is the coherence bandwidth and Tc is the co-
herence time. The BS performs single user scheduling once every coherence block
and to do so the BS collects SNR information from the K users at the begining
of every coherence block. Through common downlink training from the BS, users
will learn their SNR and explicitly feed it back on the uplink. We assume that
the SNR value received at the BS is error free and delay free. Although prac-
tical systems exhibit continuous fading, with possibly different coherence times
and bandwidths for different users, we are able to get to the core insights of the
problem by focusing on the simple scenario of block fading with the same block
size for all users. Furthermore, the effect of feedback delay can be accounted for
by choosing an appropriate effective coherence time. After learning the downlink
SNR of the K users, the BS selects the user with the largest instantaneous SNR
for transmission. In a practical system users will have different average SNR’s, in
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which case the proportionally fair scheduler [69], which chooses the user with the
largest instantaneous SNR relative to its own average SNR, should be used.
4.1.1 Quantifying the benefit of multiuser diversity
In this subsection, we quantify the benefit of multiuser diversity i.e., how the spec-
tral efficiency increases w.r.t the number of feedback users when using dedicated
feedback. The spectral efficiency is
CD−df (K) = E [log2(1 + Pγdf )] (4.1)
where γdf = max1≤i≤K γi is the scheduled SNR, γi = |hi|2 and hi ∼ CN (0, 1) are
the downlink SNR and channel of the ith user respectively.
The spectral efficiency in (4.1) has a closed form expression [70], CD−df (K) =∑K
k=1
(
K
k
)
(−1)k+1 e kP E1
(
k
P
)
, where E1(.) is the exponential integralE1(x) =
∫ ∞
x
e−t
t
dt.
But the closed form expression does not quantify how CD−df (K) increases with
K. To quantify the growth rate of CD−df (K) with K, the following upper bound
and lower bound on CD−df (K) are useful.
Proposition 1. For large K, the spectral efficiency CD−df (K) is bounded as
log2 (1 + P (logK − log log logK)) + o(1) ≤ CD−df (K) ≤
log2 (1 + P (0.58 + logK)) (4.2)
Proof: See Appendix 4.6.1.
Based on (4.2), an approximation to the spectral efficiency is defined as
CD−df (K) ≈ C˜D−df (K) = log2 (1 + P logK)
= O (log logK) (4.3)
In Fig.4.1, the average scheduled SNR E[γdf ] in dB scale is plotted against
the number of feedback users1 . From Fig.4.1, it is seen that the scheduled SNR
increases quickly for the first few users, but afterwards the rate of increase slows
down dramatically.
1 10 log10 E[γdf ] is plotted against K. Also, γdf is defined at the begining of section 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.1: Average scheduled SNR in dB scale plotted against the number of
feedback users.
4.1.2 FDD System
In Frequency Divison Duplexing (FDD) systems, the uplink and downlink have
separate bandwidths. Fig.4.2.a shows the structure of the uplink and downlink
bandwidths in a FDD system. The downlink bandwidth is used only for downlink
data whereas the uplink bandwidth is used for SNR feedback, to aid downlink,
and uplink data. During every coherence block, the uplink bandwidth is split into
two pieces, the first one used for SNR feedback and the second one used for data
transmission. At the begining of each uplink bandwidth, K users feedback SNR
to the BS. Let WˇU−fb(K) be the number of symbols used for SNR feedback on
the uplink. WˇU−fb(K) will be defined separately for each of the two types of SNR
feedback methods in the later sections. The remaining Tˇ − WˇU−fb(K) symbols
are used for uplink data. The uplink rate is determined by the uplink data band-
width and uplink spectral efficiency. The uplink data bandwidth WU−data(K),
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Figure 4.2: a.) Separate uplink and downlink bandwidths in the FDD system. b.)
Common bandwidth for uplink and downlink in the TDD system. c.) Feedback
bandwith in the SNR dependent feedback process.
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normalized to the total uplink bandwidth Tˇ , is
WU−data(K) = 1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
(4.4)
We model the uplink channel as an AWGN channel with SNR P , and hence the
uplink spectral efficiency is
CU = log2 (1 + P ) (4.5)
Therefore, the uplink rate is
RU (K) = WU−data(K) · CU
=
(
1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
)
log2 (1 + P ) (4.6)
On the uplink, orthogonal multiple access and superposition decoding are the two
multiple access methods used for both control and data signalling[69]. It is a
standard result that orthogonal multiple access achieves the capacity at one point
in the multiple access capacity region. For Rayleigh fading, the per user rate of
orthogonal multiple access can be upper bounded using Jensen’s inequality for
concave functions and is given as 1
K
∑K
i=1 E [log2 (1 + Pσi)] ≤ log2 (1 + P ). Hence
assuming the uplink to be an AWGN channel helps to simplify the mathematical
analysis without changing the cost-benefit tradeoff of multiuser diversity. On the
downlink WD−data(K) = 1, since the downlink bandwidth is only used for data.
The downlink spectral efficiency is
CD (K) = E [log2(1 + Pγsch)] (4.7)
where γsch is the scheduled SNR, expression for which depends on the type of
SNR feedback method. Therefore, the downlink rate is
RD (K) = WD−data(K) · CD (K) = E [log2(1 + Pγsch)] (4.8)
Increasing the number of feedback users increases the downlink rate but decreases
the uplink data bandwidth and thus, decreases the uplink rate. Clearly there
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exists a tradeoff between the uplink and downlink rates. A balance between the
two rates can be achieved by considering the maximization of the weighted sum
of the uplink and downlink rates.
max
K
[λRRD (K) +RU (K)] (4.9)
where λR is the weight factor, specifying the preference of the downlink rate over
the uplink rate. Thus, our fundamental objective is to determine the optimal num-
ber of feedback users as function of the system parameters, blocklength, average
SNR and weight factor.
If the total number of users in the system is Kt, our objective is to find the
number of feedback users K from among Kt which achieves an optimal balance
between the uplink and downlink rates.
4.1.3 TDD System
Time Divison Duplexing (TDD) systems differ from the FDD systems in that, one
common bandwidth is used for both the uplink and downlink. Fig.4.2.b shows the
structure of the common bandwidth for both the uplink and downlink in a TDD
system. During every coherence block, the bandwidth is split into 3 pieces, the
first one used for SNR feedback on the uplink, the second one used for uplink data
and the third one used for downlink data. (In TDD systems employing dedicated
feedback, the users can alternatively send uplink pilots to allow the BS to estimate
the per-user SNR. Although we don’t explicitly refer to this mode of operation in
the chapter, it is straightforward to see that it fits into our framework.)
At the begining of each bandwidth, users feedback SNR to the BS on the uplink
using WˇU−fb(K) symbols. Let us assume that a fraction α of the data bandwidth(
1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
)
is used for uplink data and the remaining for downlink data. The
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uplink and downlink rates are
RU(K) = WU−data(K) · CU
= α
(
1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
)
log2 (1 + P ) (4.10)
RD(K) = WD−data(K) · CD (K)
= (1− α)
(
1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
)
E [log2(1 + Pγsch)] (4.11)
The weighted sum of the uplink and downlink rates is written as
λRRD (K) +RU (K) =
λR(1− α)
(
1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
)
E
[
log2D (1 + Pγsch)
]
(4.12)
where log2D =
α
λR(1−α) log2 (1 + P ). See appendix 4.6.2 for details. From (4.11)
and (4.12), the downlink rate and the weighted sum rate have the same tradeoff
with the number of feedback users, since the downlink spectral efficiency increases
and the data bandwidth decreases with K. Hence without changing the cost-
benefit tradeoff of multiuser diversity in the TDD system, we simplify the analysis
by assuming α = 0 and focus only on the downlink rate. Thus, our fundamental
objective is to determine the optimal number of feedback users, in terms of max-
imizing the downlink rate achieveing a balance between the data bandwidth and
spectral efficiency, as function of the system parameters, blocklength and average
SNR.
4.2 FDD System
In this section, a cost-benefit analysis of multiuser diversity in a FDD system is
executed. As outlined in the section 4.1.2, we determine the optimal number of
feedback users as a function of the system parameters for both dedicated feedback
and SNR dependent feedback respectively.
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4.2.1 Dedicated Feedback
In dedicated feedback, each user is allocated orthogonal feedback resources per
coherence block i.e., a fixed number of symbols on the uplink for SNR feedback.
Each user uses Lfb bits for SNR feedback. The number of feedback symbols
per user will be
Lfb
log2(1+P )
. So the feedback bandwidth in (4.4) is WˇU−fb(K) =
KLfb
log2(1+P )
= O(K) and the uplink rate of the FDD system is
RU (K) =
(
1− KLfb
Tˇ log2 (1 + P )
)
log2 (1 + P )
= log2 (1 + P )−
K
T
(4.13)
where T = Tˇ
Lfb
is the effective blocklength. The downlink rate of a FDD system
is RD (K) = E [log2 (1 + Pγdf )]. We ignore the effect of Lfb bit quantization of
the SNR value at the user and assume that the feedback channel is error free.
These simplifications simplify the analysis yet capturing the cost-benefit tradeoff
of multiuser diversity which is primarily quantified in terms of the number of feed-
back users. These simplications are reasonable enough since Lfb is large enough
such that the high precision quantized SNR value very closely approximates the
unquantized SNR value, the effect of errors in the feedback channel can be made
very small by using standard QAM methods [71].
The cost of an additional feedback user is dRU
dK
= −1
T
and it specifies the decrease
in the uplink rate. The benefit of an additional feedback user is dRD
dK
= O
(
1
K logK
)
since RD (K) = O (log logK) from (4.3) and it specifies the marginal increase
in the downlink rate. The tradeoff between the uplink and downlink rates is
more clearly illustrated in Fig.4.3, which plots RU (K) in (4.13) against RD (K),
just defined above. From the figure, it is very clear that an optimized system
should operate in region C which achieves a better tradeoff between the uplink
and downlink rates than the regions A and B. The optimal operating point on the
tradeoff curve can be quantified by solving the optimization problem in (4.9),
Kdfop = arg max
K
[
λR E [log2 (1 + Pγdf )] + log2 (1 + P )−
K
T
]
(4.14)
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Figure 4.3: A plot of the downlink rate against the uplink rate in the FDD system
at 10 dB.
The objective function in (4.14) is concave and at the optimal operating point,
the benefit of an additional feedback user on the downlink will equal the cost of
an additional feedback user on the uplink i.e., dRD
dK
= −1
λR
dRU
dK
. It is very difficult
to obtain a closed form expression for Kdfop. In an effort to get an expression for
Kdfop, we define a tight approximation to the downlink rate based on the upper and
lower bounds in (4.2), RD (K) ≈ R˜D (K) = log2 (1 + P logK) . The optimization
problem is defined for the approximation
Kdfap = arg max
K
[
λR log2 (1 + P logK) + log2 (1 + P )−
K
T
]
(4.15)
The solution to the above optimization problem is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. In a FDD single antenna broadcast channel using dedicated feedback,
the number of feedback users Kdfap which maximize the approximate weighted sum
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rate as per (4.15) is
Kdfap =
λRT
W
[
e
1
P
λRT
] ≈ λRT
1
P
+ log λRT − log
(
1
P
+ log λRT
) (4.16)
where W(·) is the Lambert-W function.
Proof: See Appendix 4.6.3.
Scaling of Kdfap w.r.t T
From (4.16), it is easily seen that Kdfap = O
(
T
log T
)
. As T increases, the uplink
bandwidth increases and hence an optimized system should increase the number
of feedback users. To see why Kdfap does not scale linearly with T , let us consider
how the weighted sum rate in (4.15) grows as T → ∞. The weighted sum rate
for K = O(T ) and K = O
(
T
log T
)
are given below
K = cT, 0 < c < 1 : λRRD +RU ≈ λR log log T+
(1 + λR) logP − c. (4.17)
K = O
(
T
log T
)
: λRRD +RU ≈ λR log log T+
(1 + λR) logP − 1
log T
. (4.18)
From (4.17) and (4.18), it is clear why Kdfap 6= O(T ).
Before giving the numerical results, the simulation setup is briefly described.
The chosen system parameters are Tc = 1ms, Wc has the range 100 − 300kHz
which corresponds to the blocklength Tˇ = 100 − 300, Lfb = 5 and λR = 0.5.
The number of users in the system is 75. In Fig.4.4, Kdfop in (4.14) and K
df
ap in
(4.16) are plotted against the blocklength at 10 and 0 dB. The scaling of both
Kdfop and K
df
ap w.r.t T is very similiar. It is seen that for a FDD 75 user single
antenna broadcast channel using dedicated feedback, it is wiser to collect SNR
only from a few users, more specifically around 8-25 users. For example, Kdfop = 8
for Tˇ = 100 and 0 dB, Kdfop = 25 for Tˇ = 300 and 10 dB. The number of feedback
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users in an optimized system should be selected very conservatively because the
feedback cost in dedicated feedback is O(K), in contrast to the benefit which is
only O(log logK), and this limits the amount of multiuser diversity that can be
used.
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Figure 4.4: Optimal number of feedback users against the blocklength in the FDD
system for the two SNR feedback methods .
Scaling of Kdfap w.r.t P
From (4.16), it is easily seen that Kdfap = O(1) w.r.t P . Fig.4.5 shows a plot of
Kdfap in (4.16) against P . As the average SNR increases, the per user feedback
bandwidth decreases. Hence, initially as P increases, the number of feedback
users increases in an optimized system, but as P → ∞, the multiuser diversity
benefit diminishes and O(1) scaling is seen.
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4.2.2 SNR dependent feedback
SNR dependent feedback introduced in [25] has the basic idea that since only the
good users (those with a large instantaneous SNR) will be scheduled, feedback
bandwidth can be reduced significantly by asking only the good users to feedback
SNR. Users with good SNR are differentiated from users with bad SNR by a SNR
threshold γth. The SNR independent feedback method considered in the previous
subsection wastes bandwidth since users with bad SNR also feedback SNR. User i
compares its SNR γi to a predetermined γth and only if γi ≥ γth, SNR is fedback on
a random access channel. The choice of γth determines how many users feedback
SNR and thus the feedback bandwidth. The feedback random access channel can
be implemented as a slotted ALOHA channel [23, 26] or CDMA channel [27].
We have considered the slotted ALOHA like random access channel introduced
in [26]. The random access channel has M slots 2 as illustrated in Fig.4.2.c. A
2 In this chapter, a slot refers to a fixed number of symbols grouped together.
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user is eligible to feedback SNR only if γi ≥ γth = log
(
K
M
)
. An eligible user
will select one of the M slots with probability 1
M
to feedback its SNR and user
ID. Each user feeds back Lfb bits of SNR value and log2K bits of user ID. The
number of feedback symbols required for a user is
Lfb+log2K
log2(1+P )
. These many symbols
are grouped into one feedback slot. A feedback attempt by a user is successful
(hereafter referred to as user being captured) only if that user is the only one
to attempt feedback in its selected slot, because a collision occurs when multiple
users select the same slot. After M slots of SNR feedback, the BS selects the user
with the best downlink SNR from amongst the captured users. A more generalized
SNR feedback algorithm is given in [23], although it is very complex. The uplink
rate is given by
RU (K) = WU−data(K) · CU
=
[
1−
(
Lfb + log2K
log2(1 + P )
)
M
Tˇ
]
log2(1 + P ) (4.19)
The downlink rate is
RD (K) = P (X ≥ 1) E[log2(1 + Pγsdf )] (4.20)
γsdf = max1≤m≤X γm|γth is the scheduled SNR, γm|γth is the SNR of the m
th cap-
tured user and X is the number of captured users. An expression for P (X ≥ 1)
is given in Appendix 4.6.4. The two parameters which determine the cost-benefit
tradeoff of multiuser diversity in SNR dependent feedback are K and M . The
uplink and downlink rates in (4.19) and (4.20) are decreasing and increasing func-
tions of K and M respectively. The cost of an additional feedback user and an
additional feedback slot are ∂RU
∂K
= −M
KTˇ
and ∂RU
∂M
=
−(Lfb+log2K)
Tˇ
respectively. Al-
though it is hard to quantify the rate of increase of RD (K) w.r.t K and M , it
is easy to see that both P (X ≥ 1) and γsdf increase when both K and M are
increased simultaneously. Values of K and M which achieve an optimal balance
between the cost and benefit of multiuser diversity can be found by solving the
weighted sum optimization,
〈K,M〉sdfop = arg max
K,M
[λRRD(K) +RU(K)] (4.21)
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Based on the expression for P (X ≥ 1) in Appendix 4.6.4, it is easily seen that
the optimization in (4.21) does not have a closed form solution and has to be
solved numerically. Intuitively, the value of Ksdfop can be easily understood. The
feedback bandwidth in SNR dependent feedback (4.19) is O(logK), unlike O(K)
in dedicated feedback, and this literally allows for all of the available multiuser
diversity to be used i.e., Ksdfop = Ktotal and all users in the system can participate in
the feedback process. In Fig.4.4, Ksdfop in (4.21) is plotted against the blocklength
at 10 and 0 dB. Both Ksdfop and M
sdf
op are found by exhaustive search. It is seen
that all the 75 users in the system can participate in the feedback process.
The key finding of this section is that the cost-benefit tradeoff of multiuser di-
versity for dedicated feedback is completely different from that for SNR dependent
feedback. For dedicated feedback, due to the significant feedback cost, the number
of feedback users has to be very carefully selected, where as for SNR dependent
feedback, due to the relatively much smaller feedback cost, all the users in the sys-
tem can participate in the feedback process. This is summarized in Fig.4.6 which
plots the weighted sum rates of both dedicated feedback from (4.14) and SNR
dependent feedback from (4.21) against the number of feedback users.
4.3 TDD System
In this section, a cost-benefit analysis of multiuser diversity in a TDD system is
performed. As outlined in the section 4.1.3, we determine the optimal number of
feedback users as a function of the system parameters for both dedicated feedback
and SNR dependent feedback respectively.
4.3.1 Dedicated Feedback
The feedback process in the TDD system is the same as in the FDD system
except that it consumes bandwidth common to both the uplink and downlink.
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Figure 4.6: Weighted sum rates of both the feedback methods against the number
of feedback users in the FDD system .
The downlink rate of the TDD system is
RD (K) = WD−data(K) · CD−df (K)
=
(
1− KLfb
Tˇ log2 (1 + P )
)
E [log2 (1 + Pγdf )] (4.22)
In the TDD system, the cost of an additional feedback user is
Lfb
log2(1+P )
downlink symbols. The benefit of an additional feedback user is the increase
in spectral efficiency quantified by
dCD−df
dK
= O
(
1
K logK
)
. This tradeoff can be
better understood from Fig.4.7, which shows a plot of the spectral efficiency and
the downlink rate, both in (4.22), against the number of feedback users at 10
dB. Based on this plot, it is very clear that beyond a certain point, the knee
region in the spectral efficiency curve, the benefit from feedback is too small, not
worth increasing the feedback cost. So for an optimized system, the intuition
is to operate around the knee region achieving an optimal balance between the
spectral efficiency benefit and the feedback cost. The knee region can be quantified
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by solving the optimization problem
Kdfop = arg max
K
(
1− K
T log2 (1 + P )
)
E [log2 (1 + Pγdf )] (4.23)
It is very difficult to quantify Kdfop in closed form. In an effort to get an expression
for Kdfop, an approximation to the downlink rate based on (4.2) is used, RD (K) ≈
R˜D (K) =
(
1− K
T log2(1+P )
)
log2 (1 + P logK). The optimization problem for the
approximation is
Kdfap = arg max
K
(
1− K
T log2 (1 + P )
)
log2 (1 + P logK) (4.24)
The objective function is concave and the following theorem quantifies the scaling
of Kdfap w.r.t T .
Theorem 6. In a TDD single antenna broadcast channel using dedicated feedback,
the number of feedback users Kdfap which maximize the approximate downlink rate
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as in (4.24) scales with the blocklength T as
Kdfap = O
(
T
log T · log log T
)
(4.25)
Proof: See Appendix 4.6.5, where the following expression for Kdfap is de-
rived. Defining
T1 = T log2 (1 + P ) , K1 =
T1
W
[
e
1
P T1
] ,
T2 =
T1 −K1
log (1 + P logK1)
, then Kdfap ≈
T2
W
[
e
1
P T2
] (4.26)
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In Fig.4.8, Kdfop in (4.23) and K
df
ap in (4.26) are plotted against the blocklength
at 10 and 0 dB. The simulation setup is the same as in the FDD section. As
in the FDD system, the scaling of both Kdfop and K
df
ap w.r.t T is very similiar. It
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is seen that in a TDD 75 user single antenna broadcast channel using dedicated
feedback, it is strictly advisable to collect SNR only from a few users around 4-18
users. For example, Kdfop = 4 for Tˇ = 100 and 0 dB, K
df
op = 18 for Tˇ = 300 and 10
dB. In the TDD system, the feedback bandwidth affects the downlink rate unlike
the FDD system, where the feedback bandwidth only affects the uplink rate and
hence the scaling of Kdfap in the TDD system in (4.25) is more conservative than
that of the FDD system in 4.2.1.
Scaling of Kdfap w.r.t P
It can be seen that Kdfap = O(1) after some high SNR analysis in (4.26)
3 . Kdfap in
(4.26) is plotted against P in Fig.4.5 and O(1) scaling is observed. The intuition
behind the scaling is the same as in the FDD section.
4.3.2 SNR dependent feedback
The SNR dependent feedback process in the TDD system is the same as described
in the subsection 4.2.2 for the FDD system except that it consumes the common
bandwidth. The downlink rate in the TDD system when using SNR dependent
feedback is given by
RD(K) =
[
1−
(
Lfb + log2K
log2(1 + P )
)
M
Tˇ
]
·
P (X ≥ 1) E[log2(1 + Pγsdf )] (4.27)
In the TDD system, similiar to the FDD system, both K and M are the two
parameters which determine the cost-benefit tradeoff of multiuser diversity. Sim-
ilar to the appendix 4.6.2, it can be shown that the weighted sum rate and the
downlink rate scale w.r.t both K and M in the same way. Optimal choices of K
and M are found by optimizing the downlink rate.
〈K,M〉sdfop = arg max
K,M
RD(K) (4.28)
3 Mathematical details are omitted due to space limitations.
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In Fig.4.8, Ksdfop in (4.28) is plotted against the blocklength at 10 and 0 dB. The
optimization is solved numerically by exhaustive search. Similiar to the FDD
system, all the 75 users in the system can participate in the feedback process.
The interpretation of the scaling of Ksdfop is the same as in the FDD system.
Similiar to the FDD system, in the TDD system the cost-benefit tradeoff of
multiuser diversity for dedicated feedback is completely different from that for
SNR dependent feedback and is summarized in Fig.4.9, which shows a plot of
the downlink rates of both dedicated feedback from (4.23) and SNR dependent
feedback from (4.27).
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Figure 4.9: Downlink rates of both the feedback methods against the number of
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4.4 Single user multiantenna techniques and mul-
tiuser diversity
Multiuser diversity makes use of SNR variation among users. The previous two
sections quantify the optimal number of feedback users in single antenna broadcast
channels using dedicated feedback. But when single user multiantenna techniques
are employed at BS and/or users, the SNR or mutual information variation tends
to cease with the spatial dimension [72, 73], which suggests that the optimal
number of feedback users in dedicated feedback should decrease with the spatial
dimension. This effect of single user multiantenna techniques on multiuser di-
versity order in a broadcast channel using dedicated feedback is studied in the
next two subsections, specifically for MIMO spatial multiplexing and SIMO. We
consider only the TDD system studied in the previous section since the intuition
should extend to the FDD system.
4.4.1 MIMO
In this subsection, we study a broadcast channel where the BS uses single user
MIMO spatial multiplexing, more specifically V-BLAST, as the signalling tech-
nique. The BS has N transmitter antennas and each user has N receiver antennas.
The spectral efficiency of ith user is
Ci = log2
∣∣∣I + P
N
HiH
†
i
∣∣∣ (4.29)
where Hi = [hi−kj]
N
k,j=1 is the i
th user N×N MIMO channel. Each user feedsback
its instantaneous mutual information (MI) to the BS using
Lfb
log2(1+P )
symbols on the
uplink. With multiple antennas at the users, the uplink control channel can use
transmit diversity techniques 2× 1, 4× 1 SFBC or FSTD[24]. Hence we assume a
single antenna AWGN uplink control channel to keep the analysis simple without
changing the essence of the problem. The BS selects the user with the largest MI
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for downlink transmission. The downlink rate is
RD(K) = WD−data(K) · CD (K) =(
1− KLfb
Tˇ log2(1 + P )
)
E
[
max
1≤i≤K
log2
∣∣∣I + P
N
HiH
†
i
∣∣∣] (4.30)
Similiar to the section 4.3, we assume that there is no uplink data. Even if the
uplink data is present, the weighted sum of the uplink and downlink rates can be
shown to scale w.r.t N and K in the same way as the downlink rate in (4.30). See
appendix 4.6.6 for details.
The optimal number of feedback users is Kdfop = arg maxK RD(K). It is difficult
to quantify Kdfop in closed form and hence in order to get an approximate expression
for Kdfop, the following Gaussian approximation to the mutual information (4.29)
is used [74].
log2
∣∣∣I + P
N
HiH
†
i
∣∣∣ ∼ N (µ, σ2),
µ = N log2
(
P
e
)
, σ2 = (log2 e)
2 [logN + 1.58] (4.31)
Using a standard result about order statistics of Gaussian distribution from [75],
the downlink rate in (4.30) is approximated as
RD(K) ≈ R˜D(K) =
(
1− K
T log2(1 + P )
)[
µ+ σ
√
2 logK
]
(4.32)
The downlink rate approximation in (4.32) is concave and thus, the approxi-
mation to the optimal number of feedback users, Kdfap = arg maxK R˜D(K), is easily
given below. Defining
K1 =
T log2(1 + P )
2W
[
T log2(1+P )
2
] , logD = 0.5 [1 + µ
σ
√
2 logK1
]
,
then Kdfap ≈
T log2(1 + P )
2W
[
D T log2(1+P )
2
] (4.33)
See appendix 4.6.7 for derivation. It is easily seen from (4.33) that Kdfap =
O
(√
logN
N
)
. Fig.4.10 shows a plot of both Kdfop, as defined above, and K
df
ap in
(4.33) against N . It is seen that both Kdfop and K
df
ap decrease with N .
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Fig.4.10 includes a plot for MI dependent feedback. Although not explicitly
discussed, the theory of MI dependent feedback is the same as SNR dependent
feedback. Similiar to the results in the SNR dependent feedback, all the users in
the system can participate in the feedback process in the MI dependent feedback,
although the number of slots M in the random access channel should decrease
with the spatial dimension.
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Figure 4.10: Optimal number of feedback users against the spatial dimension
in a broadcast channel using single user multiantenna techniques and dedicated
feedback.
4.4.2 SIMO
In this subsection, we study a broadcast channel where the users have multiple
receiver antennas. Each user has Nr receiver antennas. The i
th user downlink
channel is ~hi = [hi1, hi2, · · · , hiNr ] and the downlink SNR is γi =
∑Nr
j=1|hij|2. The
downlink spectral efficiency is given by CD−df (K) = E[log2(1+Pγdf )], where γdf =
max1≤i≤K γi. The downlink rate is RD(K) =
(
1− KLfb
Tˇ log2(1+P )
)
E[log2(1 + Pγdf )].
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The users can use Nr × 1 transmit diversity SFBC or FSTD on the uplink data
channel. Hence we assume the uplink data channel to be AWGN and ignore
the uplink data to keep the analysis simple without changing the main part of
the problem. The optimal number of feedback users is Kdfop = arg maxK RD(K).
In Fig.4.10, shows a plot of Kdfop against Nr. Similiar to the MIMO case, K
df
op
decreases with Nr.
The key finding of this section is that a broadcast channel using single user
multiantenna techniques and dedicated feedback should decrease the multiuser
diversity order with the spatial dimension, which agrees with the findings in [71].
4.5 Summary
The cost-benefit analysis of multiuser diversity in single antenna broadcast chan-
nels using both dedicated and SNR dependent feedback methods was worked out.
A single antenna broadcast channel using dedicated feedback due to the signifi-
cant feedback cost has to very carefully select the number of feedback users. A
single antenna broadcast channel using SNR dependent feedback due to the rela-
tively much smaller feedback cost can have all the users in the system participate
in the feedback process i.e., all of the available multiuser diversity can be used.
The effect of single user multiantenna techniques on the multiuser diversity or-
der in a broadcast channel using dedicated feedback was studied. A broadcast
channel using single user multiantenna techniques and dedicated feedback should
decrease the multiuser diversity order with the spatial dimension, since the single
user multiantenna techniques decrease the SNR or MI variation with the spatial
dimension.
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4.6 Mathematical Proofs
4.6.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Jensen’s upper bound for CD−df (K) is E [log2 (1 + Pγdf )] ≤ log2 (1 + PE[γdf ]).
From [75], it is known that E[γdf ] =
∑K
i=1
1
i
. From [57],
∑K
i=1
1
i
≈ 0.58 + logK.
Thus, CD−df (K) is upper bounded as CD−df (K) ≤ log2 (1 + P (0.58 + logK)).
Applying Markov Inequality (For a non-negative RV X, E[X] ≥ P (X ≥ δ)δ, for
any δ > 0) to CD−df (K), we get
E [log2 (1 + Pγdf )] ≥ log2 (1 + Pδ)P (γdf ≥ δ) . (4.34)
Picking P (γdf ≥ δ) = 1− 1(logK)s , s > 0, a corresponding value of δ can be choosen
P (γdf ≥ δ) = 1− 1
(logK)s
= 1− (1− e−δ)K
⇒ δ = logK − log (s log logK) (4.35)
Letting s = 1, we get a lower bound for CD−df (K)
CD−df (K) ≥
(
1− 1
logK
)
log2 (1 + P (logK − log log logK))
= log2 (1 + P (logK − log log logK)) + o(1) (4.36)
Thus CD−df (K) is bounded as
log2 (1 + P (logK − log log logK)) + o(1) ≤ CD−df (K) ≤
log2 (1 + P (0.58 + logK)) (4.37)
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4.6.2 Weighted sum rate in the TDD system rewritten in
the same form as (4.11)
The weighted sum of the uplink and downlink rates is
λRRD (K) +RU (K)
=
(
1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
)[
λR(1− α) E [log2 (1 + Pγsch)] +
α log2 (1 + P )
]
= λR(1− α)
(
1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
)[
E [log2 (1 + Pγsch)] +
α
λR(1− α) log2 (1 + P )
]
(4.38)
Define log2D =
α
λR(1−α) log2 (1 + P ), then (4.38) can be rewritten as
λRRD (K) +RU (K)
λR(1− α) =(
1− WˇU−fb(K)
Tˇ
)
E
[
log2D (1 + Pγsch)
]
(4.39)
The scaling of the weighted sum rate in (4.39) and the downlink rate in (4.11)
w.r.t K is the same.
4.6.3 Proof of Theorem 1
The objective function in (4.15) is concave. Kdfap is easily found by setting the
derivative to zero.
λRP
K (1 + P logK)
− 1
T
= 0 ⇒ K
(
1
P
+ logK
)
= λRT (4.40)
Let B = e
1
P , (4.40) can be rewritten as
K logBK = λRT ⇒ Kdfap =
λRT
W
[
e
1
P λRT
]
Kdfap ≈
λRT
1
P
+ log λRT − log
(
1
P
+ log λRT
) (4.41)
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(4.41) is obtained using W (x) = log x− log log x+ o(1) from [76].
4.6.4 Proof of P (X ≥ 1) in (4.20)
X represents the number of captured SNR’s. Let L represent the number of SNR’s
above the threshold. It is easily seen that L ∼ Binomial (K, p), where p = M
K
since
γth = log
(
K
M
)
. An expression for P (X ≥ 1) is derived below.
P (X ≥ 1) = 1− P (X = 0)
P (X = 0) =
K∑
l=1
P (X = 0|L = l)P (L = l)
=
K∑
l=1
P (X = 0|L = l)
(
K
l
)
pl (1− p)K−l
=
K∑
l=1
P (X = 0|L = l)
(
K
l
)
M l
KK
(K −M)K−l (4.42)
P (X = 0|L = l) represents the probability that each of the M slots is accessed
by multiple feedback users (> 1).
P (X = 0|L = l) =
[
M +
b l
2
c∑
i=2
M (M − 1) · · · (M − (i− 1))
!l
|Si|∑
j=1
Φ
(
Sji
) i∏
k=1
1
!Sji (k)
]
1
lM
(4.43)
where
Si: Set of all i-tuples s.t all elements of a tuple add upto M ,
Sji : j
th i−tuple in Si,
Sji (k): k
th element of Sji and
∑i
k=1 S
j
i (k) = M ,
Φ
(
Sji
)
= 1
!m1!m2···!mi where mj ∈ [1, i], 1 ≤ j ≤ i represents the number of repeti-
tions of an element in the i-tuple.
The distribution of X can be written down completely, but is omitted here
due to space limitations. The distribution of γsdf in (4.20) is difficult to write out.
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4.6.5 Proof of Theorem 2
The objective function in (4.24) is concave. Define T1 = T log2 (1 + P ) and
logB = 1
P
, then
R˜′D (K) =
1
K
− 1
T1
1
P
+ logK
− log (1 + P logK)
T1
= 0
T1
K
− 1 = log (1 + P logK) · logBK
K logBK · log (1 + P logK) +K = T1 (4.44)
It is difficult to solve (4.44) in closed form and hence, a step by step heuristic
solution is developed. Dropping the linear term and the log log( ) factor in (4.44),
a Ist order solution to Kdfap, say K1, is given below
K logBK = T1 ⇒ K1 = T1W [BT1] (4.45)
Using K1 back in (4.44), a 2
nd order solution is obtained.
K logBK =
T1 −K1
log (1 + P logK1)
= T2 (4.46)
⇒ Kdfap ≈
T2
W [BT2] = O
(
T2
log T2
)
= O
(
T
log T · log log T
)
(4.47)
In (4.47) we have used T2 = O
(
T
log log T
)
from (4.46).
4.6.6 Scaling of the weighted sum rate and the downlink
rate in the section 4.4.1
Using the expression in (4.38), the weighted sum rate for the broadcast channel
in the section 4.4.1, excluding the pre-log factor and assuming the uplink data
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channel uses MIMO spatial multiplexing, is
E
[
max
1≤i≤K
log2
∣∣∣I + P
N
HiH
†
i
∣∣∣]+ α
λR(1− α) ·
E
[
log2
∣∣∣I + P
N
HH†
∣∣∣]
= E
[
max
1≤i≤K
N∑
j=1
log2 (1 + Pλi,j)
]
+N · α
λR(1− α) ·
E
[
log2 (1 + Pλ)
]
(4.48)
where H = [hkj]
N
k,j=1 is the N ×N MIMO uplink data channel and λi,j is the jth
eigenvalue of the Wishart matrix 1
N
HiH
H
i . The first term is O(N) since the
∑
term is O(N) [74], both the max() and E() operations preserve the linearity. The
second term is also O(N). Hence the weighted sum rate and downlink rate in the
section 4.4.1 scale w.r.t N and K in the same way.
4.6.7 Proof of (4.33)
The approximation in (4.32) is concave. Kdfap is easily found by setting the deriva-
tive to zero.
R˜′D (K) =
(
1− K
T log2(1 + P )
)
σ
K
√
2 logK
−[
µ+ σ
√
2 logK
]
T log2(1 + P )
= 0 ⇒
K
[
1 +
µ
√
2 logK
σ
+ 2 logK
]
= T log2(1 + P ) (4.49)
Similiar to appendix 4.6.5, it is difficult to solve (4.49) in closed form and hence,
a step by step heuristic solution is developed. Dropping the linear term and the√
log( ) term in (4.49), Ist order solution to (4.49), say K1, is given by
K logK =
T log2 (1 + P )
2
⇒ K1 = T log2 (1 + P )
2W
[
T log2(1+P )
2
] (4.50)
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Using (4.50) back in (4.49) and defining logD = 0.5
[
1 + µ
√
2 logK1
σ
]
, a 2nd order
solution is given below.
K
[
1 +
µ
√
2 logK1
σ
+ 2 logK
]
= T log2(1 + P )
K logDK =
T log2 (1 + P )
2
⇒ Kdfap ≈
T log2 (1 + P )
2W
[
DT log2(1+P )
2
] (4.51)
Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, we present a performance analysis of two cross layer protocols, one is
the joint error correction and retransmission protocol namely HARQ and the sec-
ond is multiuser diversity opportunistic scheduling in random wireless networks.
A study of the performance of continuous version of HARQ i.e., rateless codes
in a single hop WANET was presented. It was shown that rateless codes can
achieve near ERD performance with substantially shorter delays. An immediate
consequence of this result is that even for delay constrained traffic such as voice
and video, attaining near ERD performance is feasible. The instantaneous rate in
a WANET employing rateless codes is random and its distribution is essential for
studying the queue sizes and network congestion. The dynamic variations of the
packet transmission time in a WANET employing rateless codes was characterized
by deriving an accurate upper bound to the CCDF of the packet transmission time.
The block level IR-HARQ protocol was incorporated into a cooperative mul-
tihop WANET. The information is transported from source to destination via in-
termediate relays. The codeword of an information packet is split into punctured
blocks and sequentially transmitted from source and relay(s) to the destination.
A convex approximation to the transport capacity was derived using the con-
cept of decoding cells. Based on the convex approximation, the coding rate and
medium access probability of the IR-HARQ protocol were optimized to operate
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the WANET at maximal transport capacity.
The concept of multiuser diversity opportunistic scheduling as applied to down-
link transmission in cellular networks was studied. While it is widely known that
multiuser diversity provides significant benefits in terms of increase in spectral
efficiency with the number of users, very little emphasis is placed on the cost as-
sociated with the multiuser diversity. The focus of the thesis is to present the cost
of multiuser diversity in terms of the feedback resources for acquiring user CQI
at the base station. The cost benefit tradeoff of multiuser diversity is quantified.
Multiuser diversity order which balances the tradeoff between cost and benefit
is characterized. The effect of increase in spatial dimension of multiple antenna
transmission techniques on the multiuser diversity order was studied.
It would be interesting to study the achievability of ERD using rateless codes
in MIMO WANETs since multiple antenna techniques provide degrees of freedom
to cancel interference and achieve robustness against poor fading states[77, 78, 79].
The effect of increase in spatial dimension on the dynamic variations of the packet
transmission time is worth investigating.
An interesting future work would be to optimize the rate density as a function
of delay constraint D and transmit density λ. Optimal choice of D balances
the tradeoff between the rate and outage probability. Optimal λ balances the
tradeoff between transmit density and rate. A possible direction of work would
involve obtaining analysis results for channel thresholding. Analytical bounds on
the CCDF of packet transmission time would help in optimizing the rate density
as function of channel threshold β without relying on exhaustive monte carlo
simulations.
In the performance evaluation of rateless codes in chapter 2, we focus on
slow fading scenario. It would be worth pursuing the effect of fast fading on the
achievability of ERD using rateless codes. Since the fading diversity is easier
to achieve in a fast fading scenario, its effect on the ERD achievability is worth
pursuing.
The thesis studies the performance of rateless codes in a single hop WANET.
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In a multihop WANET, information is transported from source to destination and
the time delay in doing so must be accounted for in the capacity or throughput
analysis. Rateless codes have a good fit for relay networks [13]. It would be
interesting to incorporate rateless codes into a multihop WANET and quantify
the throughput, optimize it w.r.t delay and outage, and study its behavior.
The concept of multiuser diversity will be integrated with HARQ in a wireless
system. The interaction between HARQ and multiuser diversity, for example,
the effect of the number of retransmission rounds on the order of multiuser di-
versity subject to average delay constraints of traffic is a potential topic to be
pursued. Since rateless codes provide robustness against no or incomplete CSIT
transmission, it would be worth investigating the effect of using rateless codes on
the demanding requirements of the CQI acquisition channel inherent in multiuser
diversity.
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Appendix A
Glossary and Acronyms
Care has been taken in this thesis to minimize the use of jargon and acronyms, but
this cannot always be achieved. This appendix defines jargon terms in a glossary,
and contains a table of acronyms with their meaning.
A.1 Acronyms
Table A.1: Acronyms
Acronym Meaning
CCDF Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
WANET Wireless Adhoc Network
ERD Ergodic Rate Density
ORD Outage Rate Density
CQI Channel Quality Information
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
TDD Time Divison Duplexing
FDD Frequency Divison Duplexing
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Acronym Meaning
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
PPP Poisson Point Process
DMC Discrete Memoryless Channel
KKT Karush Kahn Tucker
CSIT Channel State Information at Transmitter
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest
SIMO Single Input Multiple Output
SINR Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio
MI Mutual Information
STBC Space Time Block Coding
MAC Medium Access Control
BS Base Station
CSI Channel State Information
IR Incremental Redundancy
A.2 Glossary
• Multiuser Diversity – A user scheduling protocol in which the user with
best channel quality to the base station from among many is scheduled for
transmission.
• Transport Capacity – The number of information bits in b/sec weighted
by the distance over which it is communicated reliably per unit area of the
network.
• Ergodic Rate Density – The maximum achievable area spectral efficiency
in the network.
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• Area Spectral Efficiency – The number of information bits in b/sec/Hz
communicated reliably per unit area of the network.
